Public Notice posted in accordance
RSMO. 610 as amended
By:
Kimberly Barfield
City Clerk

Date/Time Posted:

Friday, April 15, 2022
5:00 PM

CITY OF PACIFIC
300 HOVEN
BOARD OF ALDERMEN AGENDA
REGULAR MEETING
Tuesday, April 19, 2022
7:00 P.M.
This meeting is open to the public.

The meeting will be streamed live on the City of Pacific YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9dxzhHQWbPuIQJC1N6TSig
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Prayer
5. Approve Agenda
6. Approve the Minutes from the Regular Meeting on April 5, 2022.
7. Approve the Executive Session minutes from April 5, 2022.
8. Consideration of Bills Previously Introduced
a. Bill No. 5136 An Ordinance authorizing a Conditional Use Permit for property located at
115 W. St. Louis St., Franklin County Parcel ID: 19-1-12.0-4-003-092.000, in the City of
Pacific (2nd reading) Sponsor: Nemeth
b. Bill No. 5137 An Ordinance providing for the Approval of a Final Plat for Wilderness Hollow
Estates Subdivision. (2nd reading) Sponsor: Rahn
9. Report of City Clerk, April 5, 2022 Municipal Election results
10. Oath of Office for newly elected officials
a. Ceremonial matters (Alderman Frick, Alderman Adams, Alderman Stotler)
b. Oath of office – Heather Filley, Mayor
Rick Presley, Alderman Ward 1
James Cleeve, Alderman Ward 2
Scott Lesh, Alderman Ward 3

Debbie Kelley, City Collector
Scott Melies, City Marshal
11. New Board convenes
a. Election of Acting Board President
12. Public Participation
13. New Bills
a. Bill No. 5138 An Ordinance amending the dimensional restriction for granting or renewing
a Liquor License. (1st reading)
14. Consideration of Bills Previously Introduced
15. Unfinished Business
16. New Business
a. Resolution No. 2022-22 A Resolution authorizing and directing the Mayor to execute a
Task Order Agreement with Navigate Building Solutions for Professional Services relating
to Pre-Construction Planning Phase Services for contemplated repairs, renovations or
replacement of the City of Pacific Municipal Pool.
b. Resolution No. 2022-23 A Resolution authorizing and approving the purchase of a utility
bed for the Pacific Parks Department 2005 F-250.
c. Resolution No. 2022-24 A Resolution to amend the Adopted Fiscal Year 2022 Budget to
provide for a Part-Time Seasonal Position in the City of Pacific Parks Department.
d. Resolution No. 2022-25 A Resolution authorizing and directing the Mayor to execute a
Contract Amendment with Midwest Pool Management of America, LTD., relating to
revised hours of operation and revised maximum salary budgets for management and
operation of the City of Pacific Municipal Pool, 2022 season.
e. Resolution No. 2022-26 A Resolution authorizing and directing the Mayor to execute an
Agreement with HR Green, Inc. for professional services relating to Preliminary Design and
Construction Engineering and Inspection of the First Street and Osage Street Intersection
Improvement Project, Federal Project No. CMAQ 5419(615).
17. Mayor Report
18. City Administrator Report
a. Budget
19. Chief of Police Report
20. Public Works Commissioner
21. Director of Community Development

22. City Attorney Report
23. City Collector report
24. Operations Committee report
25. Administrative Committee report
26. Miscellaneous
a. Approve the list of bills.
b. Approve Legacy Pay App 6, Red Cedar Inn improvements, in the amount of $138,401.47.
c. Approve payment to Missouri Development Finance Board in the amount of $50,000, as
provided for in the FY 22 budget.
d. Approve Insituform Technologies Pay Apps 1 and 2, in the amounts of $249,188.04 and
$13,927.50 for 2021 Wastewater Collection System Improvements
27. Reports of City officials
a. Alderman Nemeth
b. Alderman Cleeve
c. Alderman Rahn
d. Alderman Presley
e. Alderman Eversmeyer
f. Alderman Lesh
28. Executive Session RSMO 610.021 (2)
Leasing, purchase or sale of real estate by a public governmental body where public knowledge of the
transaction might adversely affect the legal consideration therefor.
29. Adjourn
The Board of Aldermen will consider and act upon the matters listed above and such others as may be
presented at the Meeting and determined to be appropriate for discussion at that time. The City of Pacific
is working to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act mandates. Individuals who require an
accommodation to attend a meeting should contact City Hall (271-0500) at least twenty-four hours in
advance.
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April 7, 2022 * RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

CITY OF PACIFIC
REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
300 HOVEN
PACIFIC, MISSOURI 63069
________________________________________________________________________

T

he meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Acting President of the Board Adams. The
meeting was held at City Hall. The Public was able to attend in person and was streamed live
on the City of Pacific You-Tube channel.

A roll call was taken with the following results:
Present at Roll Call:

Alderman Nemeth
Alderman Adams
Alderman Rahn by zoom
Alderman Frick
Alderman Eversmeyer
Alderman Stotler

Also present:

Administrator Roth
Attorney Jones
Public Works Commissioner Brueggemann
Collector Kelley
City Clerk Barfield

Pledge of Allegiance
The Pledge of Allegiance was given.
Prayer
Ministerial Alliance offered prayer this evening.
Approve Agenda
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve the agenda. A voice vote
was taken with an affirmative result.
Minutes
Board of Aldermen 4-7-2022
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A. Regular meeting on March 15, 2022
Motion made by Alderman Frick, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve the minutes of the regular
meeting on March 15, 2022. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Acting President of
the Board Adams declared the motion carried.
B. Executive meeting on March 15, 2022
Motion made by Alderman Eversmeyer, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve the minutes of the
executive session meeting on March 15, 2022. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and
Acting President of the Board Adams declared the motion carried.
Public Participation
Jennifer Blakley, 115 N. First St., Pacific, MO stated she was asking for the law that does not allow
businesses to sell alcohol within a 100’ proximity to a school building be changed. The downtown is too
vital to Pacific to have this type of limitations. She appreciates the school district and their efforts to
serve the children in the community. The school district chose to lease the building in the downtown, a
location that is a bar and has live music on the weekends, dining, drinking and smoking on the patio, this
also included a gun shop in this area. She has approached the Assistant Superintendent of the school
and expressed their concerns for the building and she shared the students are generally gone by 2:30
pm and no one is there on the weekends and did not see a concern. She compared this to other thriving
downtown areas. A law like this basically cripples a downtown from growing, no restaurants, brunch
and lunch places with bottomless margaritas, breweries or any business that would bring people
downtown. Our business will bring new and repeat people as customers and keep them here to eat at
our restaurants and see the sights. Several months ago, I started talking to the Police Chief, the Mayor,
Fire Marshal and other citizens about this. Everyone expressed that they thought this was a great
addition to the community. The only concern was the State’s regulation of liquor license, but it does
allow the Aldermen to over ride it and make the best decision for their city. We may not have
purchased this building and began renovations on this building, had we known this was a city law or it
could limit us from using the building to it’s full potential. A law like this may not only deter us but it
may others, and it’s up to you to help build the downtown. This law needs to change. If someone
chooses a building in the downtown there must be a way not to restrict the growth of the downtown
area, all of the effort our community puts towards our city, this law hurts us. She also read a letter of
support from Greg & Nancy Omer.
Acting President of the Board Adams asked Attorney Jones if it was correct that the city can amend the
ordinance to change this. Attorney Jones stated that was correct, at this point, we have a prohibition on
a liquor license being issued within a 100’ of any school, and church. There is a conditional use permit
on the agenda this evening, it is not contingent on this particular liquor license. The business just could
not obtain a liquor license with this code in effect. Attorney Jones stated most cities have some kind of
provision, but they are not necessarily 100’. Ballwin’s code is 300’. It may be possible to do something
less than repealing the whole section, and that is carve out in the downtown area a district that is an
exemption. Another example in the city’s code is dispensaries cannot locate within 100’ of these same
kinds of uses. Alderman Frick stated he agreed that this does limit businesses, and if you can’t have the
ability to open a restaurant or a bar and not be able to serve liquor a good compromise is to find a way
Board of Aldermen 4-7-2022
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to allow this. He felt in order for our city to thrive we need to consider this change. Alderman Nemeth
stated Brown Jerry’s had their liquor license before the school rented the building, so this does not
come in effect, but it is still there. He suggested carving this out starting with the downtown is a step in
the right direction. Carving these things out to thrive our downtown will only assist in people being able
to open successful business’s. This seems like an obstacle that is easily overcome. Alderman
Eversmeyer stated if Jerry’s changes hands, they would have to obtain a new license. A church or a
school can move in next to a bar, but any type of bar cannot move next to a school. This is just how the
law reads. He did not see a problem changing it. Alderman Stotler agreed this needed to be changed
and makes sense. They also have a great track record. Attorney Jones stated this is an ordinance
change and a dimensional requirement is important. The boundaries of the downtown business district
need to be established, as we don’t want unintended consequences. This is also a building-to-building
rule, not lot line to lot line for the liquor license. Discussion continued that there is no definition of the
downtown area, but this should be defined and built around that. Attorney Jones stated amending the
ordinance and creating an “exemption” could be done. Board members agreed and discussed the
streets this would be included in the “exception”. Alderman Stotler stated the Partnership has defined a
downtown district also. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler to create
an “exception” to the ordinance from St. Louis St. from the corner of Brown Jerry’s to the Drapery
building. Attorney Jones stated the Comprehensive Plan would also need amended to include this
“downtown district” and be uniform. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result.
Jerry Eversmeyer, (left the dais) Pacific Eagles, 707 W. Congress, Pacific, MO stated he is presenting a
check from the brother Eagles and donated $ 1,000 for the fireworks. He also challenged the other
businesses and organizations to step forward.
New Bills
Alderman Nemeth stated he would sponsor Bill No. 5136
Alderman Rahn stated he would sponsor Bill No. 5137
a. Bill No. 5136 An Ordinance authorizing a Conditional Use Permit for property located at 115 W. St.
Louis St., Franklin County Parcel ID: 19-1-12.0-4-003-092.000, in the City of Pacific (1st reading)
Motion made by Alderman Eversmeyer, seconded by Alderman Frick for the first reading of Bill No.
5136. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result. As posted pursuant to the ordinance City Clerk
Barfield read Bill No. 5136 for the first reading. Acting President of the Board Adams asked for any
discussion. Alderman Nemeth stated he appreciated Jennifer and Shane’s continued investment in the
community.
b. Bill No. 5137 An Ordinance providing for the Approval of a Final Plat for Wilderness Hollow Estates
Subdivision.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler for the first reading of Bill No. 5137.
A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result. As posted pursuant to the ordinance City Clerk
Barfield read Bill No. 5137 for the first reading. Acting President of the Board Adams stated both of
these bills will be on the next agenda for the second reading.
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Consideration of Bills Previously Introduced
Unfinished Business
New Business
Mayor’s Report
City Administrator Report
a. FY 21 Financial Statements – Administrator Roth stated the audited bound copies were administered
this evening and it is also posted on the website, along with the Single Audit. The highlights are in his
report. He asked if there was any questions. Most every indicator is trending up, and the report is
good. If there are any questions, please bring them to my attention.
b. Director of Tourism hiring – we are nearing the end of the first round of interviews. Those candidates
will be narrowed down to finalists and go from there. This is a mayor appointment subject to approval
of the board.
c. AED purchase, City facilities – This is an action item. We do not have AEDs at all facilities. Hal
Schulman, Emergency Management Coordinator, has requested the purchase of five AED units to be
located at City Hall, Police Department, Parks and Recreation, Red Cedar and another at the pool or
rotating unit for a total cost of $8,495.00. Motion made by Alderman Frick, seconded by Alderman
Nemeth to approve the purchase of the AED units. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result.
Chief of Police
Public Works Commissioner
Public Works Commissioner Brueggemann thanked the Board for their support. His report was sent out.
a. Light plant purchase from K & K Supply in the amount of $ 7,500.00.
He stated this is the same plant we have rented before for the rodeos. A new one is $ 3,600 more but it
is a minimum of at least 3 months lead time. This is split between general fund, parks and street for the
cost. This is a good value for a used unit. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman
Frick to approve the purchase of a light plant in the amount of $ 7,500.00. A voice vote was taken
with an affirmative result.
Thornton St. – Alderman Stotler asked if he knew when Thornton St. would be repaired. Commissioner
Brueggemann stated he has spoke with them. Alderman Nemeth asked if it was not fixed by next week
could we do it ourselves, and bill them, it’s more than just a couple of holes. Administrator Roth advised
if this was not done by the end of the week, we will do it. This has gone on for a while, and Robert has
been after them.
Riverbend Subdivision – Acting President of the Board Adams asked what the status of Indian Trial was.
Board of Aldermen 4-7-2022
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Public Works Commissioner Brueggemann stated there’s a main phone line there and he is waiting for
them to lower it. Once they lower the line, we can get started.
Community Development Director Myers
City Attorney Report
Attorney Jones stated he had a real estate item for executive session, but nothing for open session.
Collector Kelley
Approve the Land & Lot Delinquent list and the personal delinquent List as per Statute 94.320.
Collector Kelley stated the list is included in the packet, if anyone had any questions. Motion made by
Alderman Eversmeyer, seconded by Alderman Nemeth that they are aware of the list. A voice vote was
taken with an affirmative result.
Operations Committee – Alderman Eversmeyer stated we met and discussed storage facility options.
Administration Committee – Alderman Nemeth stated we will meet next week.
Miscellaneous
a. Approve Legacy Pay App 5, Red Cedar Inn Improvements, in the amount of $ 306,840.80.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve Pay App 5 to Legacy in
the amount of $ 306,840.80. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result.
Reports of City officials
Alderman Nemeth – thought everyone did a great job on this election cycle, and thanked Alderman
Stotler for serving.
Alderman Rahn – no report.
Alderman Adams – no report.
Alderman Frick – no report.
Alderman Eversmeyer – no report.
Executive Session RSMO 610.021 (2)
Leasing, purchase or sale of real estate by a public governmental body where public knowledge of the
transaction might adversely affect the legal consideration therefor.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Eversmeyer to go into executive session
Board of Aldermen 4-7-2022
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under RSMO 610.021 (3). A roll call vote was taken with the following results: Ayes: Alderman Nemeth,
Alderman Adams, Alderman Rahn, Alderman Frick, Alderman Eversmeyer, Alderman Stotler. Nays:
none. Whereupon, Acting President of the Board Adams declared the motion carried.
The Board went into executive session at 7:36 p.m.
The Board reconvened at 7:51 p.m.
Acting President of the Board Adams called the meeting to order. Present at roll call: Alderman Adams,
Alderman Rahn, Alderman Frick, Alderman Eversmeyer, Alderman Stotler, Alderman Nemeth.
Adjournment
There being no further business, motion made by Alderman Frick, seconded by Alderman Nemeth to
adjourn. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result. The meeting adjourned at 7:51 p.m.

ATTEST:
_______________________________
City Clerk
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__________________________
Acting President of the Board
Herbert C. Adams

MEMORANDUM
Steve Roth
City Administrator

636-271-0500 ext. 213
sroth@pacificmissouri.com

April 15, 2022
TO:
RE:

Mayor and Board of Aldermen
City Administrator report, 4-19-22 Board of Aldermen meeting

Hello everyone,
Congratulations to Mayor Filley and the newly elected Board members. I would remind all elected
officials that you are welcome to contact me at any time; if you have any questions / concerns /
comments please bring them to me. I intend to request meetings with each newly elected official in the
next week; I will be in touch early next week.
I would make one note regarding process: Any item on the agenda may be tabled, referred to committee,
etc. The HR Green Engineering Services Contract for the 1st and Osage intersection improvement is one
item that may merit further review, possibly at the committee level. The Navigate Pool Planning contract
is another. I intend to brief Mayor-elect Filley in detail on these items before the meeting, and can
address further questions from the Board at the meeting. In the interim if you have any questions please
don’t hesitate to contact me.
Finally, thank you to Acting Mayor Adams, Alderman Stotler and Alderman Frick for your work over the
years. I have enjoyed working with each of you. Thank you for your service!
1. Bill 5138, Liquor License amendment. This bill was drafted by the City Attorney following discussion at
the April 5 meeting. The bill as drafted creates an exception to the “100-ft rule” for liquor licenses near
churches or schools. The bill essentially exempts the block of W. St. Louis from 1st Street to 2nd Street
from this “100-ft” provision. I would remind the Board that the CUP for the project included a public
hearing and notices to all properties within 185-ft of the 115 W. St. Louis St. property, and no comments
in opposition were heard at that hearing. We feel that bars and liquor establishments in the downtown
area are a desired use (with some limitations) and the bill here is clearly necessary if we are going to
move forward.
2. Bill 5136, CUP, 115 W. St. Louis St. This bill was given a first reading April 5 and is scheduled for a
second and final reading here. The bill gives approval for a CUP for a Cigar / Bourbon lounge at property
at 115 W. St. Louis Street. Alcohol uses in the C-1 District, specifically “nightclubs and cocktail lounges,
taverns” require a CUP. The Planning and Zoning Commission conducted a public hearing on this item at
their March 22 meeting and no comments in opposition were heard., and P-Z was unanimous in
recommending approval. The staff recommendation also is for approval.
3. Bill 5137, Wilderness Hollow Estates subdivision plat. This bill was given a first reading April 5 and is
scheduled for a second and final reading here. This bill approves a two-lot subdivision, Wilderness Hollow
Estates, for property located off Hoven Road, north of I-44 and east of Osage Hills subdivision. The intent
of this subdivision is to divide an existing residential structure from the balance of the property, creating
two lots. Lot 1 is 3.00 acres in size and includes the existing residential structure. Lot 2 is 80.86 acres and
is vacant land, with no residential structure or other improvements. The P-Z Commission conducted a
hearing on this item March 22 and was unanimous in recommending approval. The bill as drafted

includes a clarification regarding City of Pacific water and sewer utilities. Extension of public mains are
not required with this subdivision; however they would be required with any further subdivision of either
lot.
4. Resolution 2022-22, Municipal Pool planning. This Resolution is the first in a series of items
recommended by the Park Board at its April 11 meeting. Each recommendation is being handled as a
separate resolution. This Resolution gives approval to a Task Order with Navigate Building Solutions to
fully evaluate options for repair, renovation of replacement of the Municipal Pool. This has been
discussed in recent years but no firm action has been taken. The scope of the project here would begin
with review of the earlier Westport Pool report, which presented options for repair / renovation /
replacement. Navigate would update this information and then development total program budgets for
each option, including cost estimates and finance needs / options. The final report then would be used as
the basis for decision-making going forward. The report would be presented first to the Park Board and
then to the Board of Aldermen. The total fee is $10,652 and Navigate could complete the project as soon
as June, 2022 if desired.
5. Resolution 2022-23, Parks utility bed purchase. This Resolution gives approval to purchase of a utility
bed for the 2005 Ford F-250 Parks truck, at a total cost of $9,240.64. This is the lowest of three bids
received. Purchase documentation is included in the Board packet. We ordered a new truck and bed
more than a year ago, but that order has been delayed and we still do not have any firm delivery date.
Since the truck was first ordered we have added a second full-time employee in the Parks department, so
will have a need for the existing 2005 truck to be outfitted regardless. In the event we later want to
replace the 2005 truck, we could keep the bed and transfer it to a new vehicle. The Park Board reviewed
this item at its April 11 meeting and recommended approval.
6. Resolution 2022-24, Budget amendment, Parks seasonal employee. This Resolution gives approval to
a budget amendment to fund a seasonal parks department employee, at a total cost of $7,234. Total
budgeted hours are 480, or 12 weeks. Top pay has been set at $14 per hour, though we would advertise
in the $12 to $14 per hour range. The Park Board has recommended approval. Assuming Board approval,
we would begin advertising the position soon.
7. Resolution 2022-25, Midwest Pool contract amendment, operating hours. This Resolution gives
approval to a contract amendment with Midwest Pool, essentially as follows:
• Hours of operation to be 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. daily. (Originally 12 p.m. to 8 p.m.)
• Pool to be open daily May 28 – August 7. (Originally May 28 - August 21)
• Following August 7, pool to be open on Saturday and Sundays only through and including Labor
Day (Sept. 5), as follows: August 13-14; August 20-21; August 27-28, Sept 3-4-5.
• The Maximum Salary Budget to be amended by $11,800, for a new Maximum Salary Budget
total of $58,400. (Originally $70,200).
The total savings from the original contract thus would be $11,800, which as the Park Board noted is
similar to the costs of the proposed Pool Planning work with Navigate. Further, as noted in past Board
reports, our pool management costs have risen significantly in recent years, and the reduction in hours
proposed here would keep our costs more in line with past years. Please see below table. (Note: the
2022 figures are the original contract values.)
Midwest Pool operating contract history
2017
2018
Mgmt fee
$16,195 $16,695

2019
$17,185

2020
$18,900

2021
$19,375

2022
$20,835

Max salary budget
Total
Manager
Asst manager
Lifeguard

$43,465
$59,660

$43,465
$60,160

$47,415
$64,600

$60,040
$78,940

$63,650
$83,025

$70,200
$91,035

$14.25
$10.55
$10.55

$14.25
$10.55
$10.55

$15.15
$11.21
$10.91

$15.21
$12.12
$11.82

$16.96
$15.75
$13.21

$18.15
$16.97
$14.54

8. Resolution 2022-26, Engineering Contract, 1st and Osage intersection improvement. This Resolution
approves a contract agreement with HR Green for design and construction inspection for this project,
Federal Project No. CMAQ 5419-(615). The City was awarded federal CMAQ (Congestion Mitigation Air
Quality) funding for this project in the 2021 grant cycle. The total project amount is $1,115,216, with the
federal CMAQ funding capped at $892,173. The City is obligated for the remaining 20 percent, or
$223,043. The federal funding is capped at $892K, meaning any overages in the project would be at 100
percent City cost.
The City is required to follow a Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) process to procure the engineering
for this project. This involves posting a Request for Qualifications on the MoDOT website (and distributing
in other manners) and then scoring and ranking the individual submittals. The City initially posted the
RFQ in December but received only one submittal. We were then required to repost the RFQ in January
and then received three submittals: HR Green, CBB, and IMEG-Wood. A staff committee including Robert
Brueggemann, Steve Myers and myself then scored and ranked the submittals, and later interviewed the
top two firms (HR Green and CBB) in person at City Hall. The committee following the interviews was
unanimous in recommending HR Green for the project. We then began negotiating a contract in March,
and after some negotiations have the contract presented for consideration at this meeting.
The total fee here is $136,900.24 for Preliminary Engineering Design (PE), and $67,778.45 for
Construction Engineering and Inspection (CE), for a grand total of $204,678.69. The engineering fees in
the original project application were $110,600 for PE and $82,950 for CE; grand total $193,550. The fees
proposed in the HR Green contract then are approximately $11,000 over the original project budget, or
5.7 percent. The initial HR Green fee submittal was higher, so the contract amount represents a reduction
from their original proposal. While ideally we are in within budget, we also recognize that costs are
escalating and ultimately find the final fee proposal to be reasonable.
With respect to qualifications, the committee found HR Green to be very experienced and qualified for
the project proposed here. It is primarily a traffic engineering project, with limited roadway
improvements. The HR Green team has wide experience with these types of projects, and a long track
record of working with MoDOT. We would note that we also found the second-ranked firm, CBB, to be
similarly qualified, and also with a long MoDOT track record. Ultimately we gave HR Green the edge on
their total project approach, including capacity to perform the project within some fairly tight
timeframes. Staff thus would request Board acceptance of our recommendation to select HR Green for
this project, and approval of the contract as presented.
I would make one important note: The HR Green concept for this project involves a “split” of the
northbound traffic on 1st Street. (Please see attached exhibit.) Eastbound traffic would split off via a righthand turn lane at the intersection. Northbound and westbound 1st St traffic would utilize a second lane,
and the southbound 1st Street traffic then would have a wider lane to better accommodate southbound
truck turning movements. This design would also hopefully eliminate the need for right-of-way
acquisition at the southeast intersection corner. Please note this is conceptual only at this point and

subject to further review both by City and MoDOT. Board acceptance of this contract does not constitute
acceptance of this conceptual design. However the Board should be aware that this is the approach
preferred by HR Green and that would be studied more thoroughly in the initial planning phase. I can
address further questions on this topic at the meeting.
9. Budget report. I wanted to provide a brief overview of the FY 23 budget process. I feel a thorough
budget presentation, either at the committee or full Board level, would be helpful, given the new Mayor
and Board members. The following are targeted dates for budget presentation /adoption:
•
•
•
•
•

May 3: First draft budget to BOA
May 17: Second draft budget to BOA
Week of May 23: Possible final draft presentation, Special Meeting / Committee meeting
June 7: Public hearing / 1st reading of Budget bills
June 21: Second reading of budget bills / final adoption

I generally don’t like to propose special meetings, as aldermen already participate in regular and
committee meetings. However I do think a special meeting for this budget round would be helpful. Of
special importance is the $1.45 million in American Rescue Plan Act funding, which to date has been
unappropriated. We need to determine use of these funds at least in the context of the FY 23 budget
(and possibly sooner). I would also want to present a thorough review of revenues, operating transfers
and debt service, in addition to operating and capital expenditures.
The Board should understand that in general we are in very good financial position. The March 31
General Fund cash balance (preliminary) is $842,403, which is very strong. We also show $1.82 million in
Contingency Fund reserves. Other fund balances are also generally quite strong. Given this strength I feel
we should strongly consider funding certain deferred maintenance / repair / improvement items, such as
ADA accommodations in the City parks, water meter and utility billing improvements, Police and Public
Safety needs, etc. We have been making progress in certain areas in recent years, though other areas
have languished, primarily for lack of funding. Given our current strong financial position, I feel now is the
time to begin knocking out some of these items.
I can address further questions / comments at the meeting if desired.
10. Police Patrol vehicle purchase update. We have taken delivery of one of the new Ford Explorers, with
the second due any day. Final costs were $40,548.43 and $40,153.25, for a total of $80,701.68. Purchase
documentation is in the Board packet. We also had to authorize a purchase order for purchase of a new
camera unit to outfit the new vehicle; this is required before the new vehicle can be put in service. Total
cost was $11,915; documentation is in the Board packet. These costs will be covered through existing
reserves, some of which came through Franklin and St. Louis County CARES disbursements. We also are
set to receive $13,288 in proceeds from the recent auction of Police surplus items: 1990 AM General
M998 Humvee, $10,230; 2010 Ford Crown Victoria, $2,860 and Recovered bicycles lot, $198.
11. Information items.
• No Planning and Zoning Commission meeting April 26. This meeting will be cancelled as we have
no items on the agenda. We do have one item and maybe more for the May 10 meeting.
• Pacific Skatepark Design Open House, April 27, 6 p.m. An open house for this project has been
scheduled for this date at City Hall. A flyer is included in the Board packet. People may also give
feedback online at the following: https://americanrampcompany.com/survey/pacific-mo/

•

•

Lamar Parkway road excavation. The contractor for the Manors at Brush Creek subdivision
project is tentatively scheduled to begin utility work the week of April 18. (With recent wet
weather this work may be pushed back to the week of April 25.) This work will involve excavation
of the roadway for construction of storm water, sanitary sewer and water utilities. One lane of
Lamar Parkway will remain open at all times during construction. Work hours are limited to 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday; the road will re-open for two lanes of traffic after 3 p.m.
daily. The contractor is required to have flaggers stationed on both sides of the affected area. The
excavated areas will be repaved with concrete following completion. Work is expected to
progress in stages over the next couple weeks, with completion tentatively scheduled for early
May. All work is weather permitting. The contractor also expects to begin work on the road
widening project in the same general timeframe. We will advise the Board further once the
schedule becomes more definite.
Route 66 Marketplace Road project. The pre-construction meeting for this project was originally
set for April 13 but had to be cancelled, and is tentatively set for April 21. Weather has not been
advantageous for construction but we continue to hope for a July 4 completion date for this
project.

As always, if you have questions or need further information please don’t hesitate to contact
me.
Respectfully submitted,

Steve Roth
City Administrator

BILL NO. 5136
SPONSOR: __Nemeth__________

ORDINANCE NO. _____

AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 115 W. ST. LOUIS ST., FRANKLIN COUNTY
PARCEL ID: 19-1-12.0-4-003-092.000, IN THE CITY OF PACIFIC
WHEREAS, Shayne Mayer and Jennifer Blakely have filed an application for a
Conditional Use Permit to operate a Cigar / Bourbon lounge on property located at 115 W.
St. Louis Street, Franklin County Parcel ID: 19-1-12.0-4-003-092.000; and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission has conducted a public hearing on the
application and, following the public hearing, has by a unanimous affirmative vote
recommended approval of the Conditional Use Permit application as presented; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen has received the Commission recommendation and
desires to act on the application as presented.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION ONE. A Conditional Use Permit application from Shayne Mayer and Jennifer
Blakely to operate a Cigar / Bourbon lounge on property located at 115 W. St. Louis Street,
Franklin County Parcel ID: 19-1-12.0-4-003-092.000 is hereby accepted and approved.
SECTION TWO.
The Board of Aldermen finds the following facts pursuant to the
provisions of City of Pacific Municipal Code Section 405.040.B:
The proposed development:
1. Complies with all applicable provisions of the Land Use code;
2. Will contribute to and promote the community welfare or convenience;
3. Will not cause injury to the value of neighboring property and will not create a
nuisance;
4. Is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and existing zoning district provisions;
5. Does not raise concerns about adequacy of off-street parking and loading areas;
6. Does not raise concerns about erosion control and on-site stormwater detention;
and
7. Will not substantially increase traffic congestion and noise.
SECTION THREE. The Conditional Use Permit as herein authorized shall not be
transferable to any other party, except as approved by the Board of Aldermen.
SECTION FOUR.
The Board of Aldermen therefore concludes as a matter of law that
the Conditional Use Permit as herein approved is authorized pursuant to the provisions of

City of Pacific Municipal Code Section 405.040.B and shall be subject to the terms and
conditions as provided therein.
SECTION FIVE.
This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect both from and after
its passage by the Board of Aldermen and approval by the Mayor.

PASSED this ________ day of ___________2022. ______________________________
Herbert C. Adams, Acting MAYOR

APPROVED this ________ day of _________2022. ______________________________
Herbert C. Adams, Acting MAYOR
ATTEST:

City Clerk

BILL NO. 5137

ORDINANCE NO.________

SPONSOR: __Rahn_________
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR THE APPROVAL OF A FINAL PLAT FOR
WILDERNESS HOLLOW ESTATES SUBDVISION
WHEREAS, Mike Steiniger, Steiniger Investments V, LLC has submitted for review and approval
a Final Plat of Wilderness Hollow Estates Subdivision, and,
WHEREAS, the Planning & Zoning Commission has reviewed said plat and has by an affirmative
vote recommended approval thereof, subject to certain conditions as hereinafter set out (if any);
and,
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen desires to act on said plat as presented;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The Final Plat for Wilderness Hollow Estates, in the form attached hereto, is hereby
accepted and approved. The approval granted in this Ordinance is expressly subject to the
following conditions:
•

Further subdivision of either lot shall require extension of City of Pacific public water and
sanitary sewer service.

Section 2. The Mayor and City Clerk are authorized and directed to evidence the approval of the
said Final Plat by affixing their signatures and the official seal of the City of Pacific as required
on the said document.
Section 3. The Final Plat as herein approved shall be filed for record in the office of the Franklin
County Recorder of Deeds, at the sole expense of the developer, within ninety (90) days of the
passage of this ordinance, or said ordinance and subdivision plat approval shall become null and
void.
Section 4. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect both from and after its passage by the
Board of Aldermen and approval by the Mayor.

PASSED this ________ day of ________________, 2022.________________________________
Herbert C. Adams, Acting Mayor
APPROVED this ________ day of _________________, 2022. __________________________
Herbert C. Adams, Acting Mayor
ATTEST:

City Clerk
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Mr. Michael Steiniger
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Fax (636) 397-1104
www.prs3.com
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Minor Subdivision Plat
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℄

Mr. Michael Steiniger
854 Lone Star Drive
O'Fallon, MO 63366
314-568-1561

Wilderness Hollow Estates
Minor Subdivision Plat

Prepared For:

Steiniger Investments V LLC

St. Peters
22 Richmond Center Court
St. Peters, MO 63376
Phone (636) 397-1211
Fax (636) 397-1104
www.prs3.com

BILL NO. 5138

ORDINANCE NO.________

SPONSOR:
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE DIMENSIONAL
GRANTING OR RENEWING A LIQUOR LICENSE.

RESTRICTION

FOR

WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen finds it necessary to identify a section of the historic
downtown business district to be exempt from the dimensional requirement of the City’s Liquor
License regulations.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Section 600.050 C. of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Pacific shall be repealed
and replaced with the following:
C. Location. The Board of Aldermen shall consider the location of the proposed
business which a license is sought with respect to proximity to a school, a church,
a public park or playground and to other places of the character for which a
license is sought and shall have authority to refuse to issue a license when in the
judgment of the Board of Aldermen the issuance thereof would not be in the best
interests of the locality of the proposed business. In no event shall the Board of
Aldermen approve the issuance of a non-temporary license for the sale of liquor
within one hundred (100) feet of any school or a church or other building
regularly used as a place of worship; except that when a school, church or place of
worship shall thereafter be established within one hundred (100) feet of any place
of business already licensed to sell intoxicating liquor, renewal of the license shall
not be denied for this reason. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the dimensional
restriction of one hundred 100 feet shall not apply to that section of W. St Louis
Street from the 1st Street intersection west to the 2nd Street intersection, to include
all parcels with frontage on either side of W. St. Louis Street on this block. (101
W. St. Louis to 147 W. St. Louis on the north side; 104 W. St. Louis to 142/146
W. St. Louis on the south side.)
Section 2. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect both from and after its passage by the
Board of Aldermen and approval by the Mayor.

PASSED this ________ day of ________________, 2022.________________________________
Heather Filley, Mayor

APPROVED this ________ day of _________________, 2022. __________________________
Heather Filley, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

RESOLUTION NO. 2022 – 22
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE A
TASK ORDER AGREEMENT WITH NAVIGATE BUILDING SOLUTIONS FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RELATING TO PRE-CONSTRUCTION PLANNING
PHASE SERVICES FOR CONTEMPLATED REPAIRS, RENOVATIONS OR
REPLACEMENT OF THE CITY OF PACIFIC MUNICIPAL POOL
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific has previously entered into a Master Services Agreement with
Navigate Building Solutions for certain professional services relating to
construction management, construction planning, and other related owner’s
representative services, and
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific desires to engage Navigate for pre-construction phase planning
for contemplated repairs, renovations or replacement of the Pacific Municipal Pool,
and Navigate has upon request submitted a Task Order to provide said services as
hereinafter set out; and
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific Park Board has reviewed the proposed Task Order agreement
and has by unanimous affirmative vote recommended acceptance and approval by
the Board of Aldermen;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Pacific, to
execute an Agreement with Navigate Building Solutions for Professional Services
for pre-construction phase planning for contemplated repairs, renovations or
replacement of the Pacific Municipal Pool. The Agreement is attached hereto as
Exhibit A and made fully a part hereof.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 19th day of April,
2022.

Heather Filley, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

RESOLUTION NO. 2022 - 23

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND APPROVING THE PURCHASE OF A UTILITY BED
FOR THE PACIFIC PARKS DEPARTMENT 2005 FORD F-250
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific Parks Department has solicited proposals from qualified vendors for
purchase of a utility bed for the 2005 Ford F-250 Parks vehicle;
WHEREAS, the Park Board, upon canvassing the proposals, has recommended the City accept the low
bid as hereinafter provided; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen desires to act upon the Park Board recommendation;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE CITY
OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. A proposal from Midwest Motors for a 98/78 CM Dakota utility service body bed in the
total amount of $9,240.64 is hereby accepted and approved. A copy of the vendor
proposal is attached to this Resolution as Exhibit A.
SECTION 2. The City Administrator is hereby authorized and directed to execute the necessary
purchase order to effect the intent of this Resolution.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 19th day of April, 2022.

Heather Filley, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

QUOTATION

Knapheide Truck Equipment
10101 Mid Rivers Mall Drive
St Peters
MO 63376
Phone: 636-397-4444
Fax:
636-397-2613

Quote ID: LD00006898
Page 1 of 3

www.stlouis.knapheide.com

Customer: PACIFIC, CITY OF
300 HOVEN DRIVE
PACIFIC
MO 63069

Quote Number: LD00006898
Quote Date: 3/30/2022
Quote valid until: 4/29/2022
Prepared

Contact: CHRIS FOWLER

By:

Phone: 636-271-0500
Fax: 636-257-7017

Enduser:
FORD
REGULAR

Make:
Cab Type:

QTY
60

PART NUMBER
KNAP 12221958

1

KNAP 696-S

1
1

WESH WHCSSFBGM29K
KNAP 20128850

1

KNAP 20103480

ldavies

Salesperson: Chris Sheets
PO#:

Model:
Wheelbase:

F-250
137.0

Year:
Cab-to-Axle:

2011
56.0

Single/Dual:
VIN:

DESCRIPTION
DOOR SEAL (PRICED PER FOOT - SOLD IN 500 FT INCREMENTS) LOOSE
PRICES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING STANDARD FEATURES:
40" HIGH SIDE PACKS
14-GAUGE TWO-SIDED A-40 GALVANNEAL STEEL SHELL
EXCLUSIVE “RETURN FLANGE” FLOOR
20-GAUGE TWO-SIDED A-40 GALVANNEAL STEEL COMPARTMENT
DOORS
NEOPRENE COMPARTMENT DOOR SEALS
CONTINUOUS STAINLESS STEEL HINGES
AUTOMOTIVE QUALITY ROTARY-STYLE LATCHES
ADJUSTABLE SECURITY DOOR RING STRIKERS
INTERIOR LATCH COVERS
DOUBLE-SPRING OVER-CENTER DOOR RETAINER
250-LB CAPACITY ADJUSTABLE SHELVES
OEM SPECIFIC INSTALLATION KITS-(MUST BE ORDERED
SEPARATELY)
SLAM LOCK TAILGATE
INTERIOR LIGHT GUARDS
SURFACE MOUNT REAR LIGHTS, LED S/T/T & B/U, BUILT IN
REFLECTIVITY, UPGRADABLE (8) PATTERN STROBES-(MUST BE
ORDERED SEPARATELY)
ELECTRODEPOSITION PRIME PAINT
* TWO (2) ADJUSTABLE DIVIDER SHELVES & DIVIDERS,
STREET & CURB SIDE
FRONT VERTICAL COMPARTMENT
* ONE (1) ADJUSTABLE DIVIDER SHELF & DIVIDERS,
STREET AND CURB SIDE
FULL HEIGHT REAR VERTICAL COMPARTMENT
* ONE (1) ADJUSTABLE DIVIDER SHELF & DIVIDERS, CURB
SIDE HORIZONTAL
COMPARTMENT
* AUTOMOTIVE QUALITY ROTARY LATCHES & DOUBLE
SPRING OVER CENTER DOOR
RETAINERS ON ALL VERTICAL DOORS, ONE (1) 12" SLAM TAILGATE
* LIGHT MOUNTING HOLES FOR KNAPHEIDE LIGHTS
29 DEGREE SS FULE FILL CUP
LED SURFACE MOUNT STOP/TURN/TAIL LIGHTS FOR STEEL
SERVICE BODY (80" & WIDER BODY ALSO ORDER 20170980) LOOSE
78" WIDE GALVA-GRIP BUMPER WITH HITCH RECESS, KNAPLINED LOOSE

SRW

AMOUNT

Knapheide Truck Equipment
10101 Mid Rivers Mall Drive
St Peters
MO 63376
Phone: 636-397-4444
Fax:
636-397-2613

QUOTATION
Quote ID: LD00006898
Page 2 of 3

www.stlouis.knapheide.com

QTY
1

PART NUMBER
KNAP 20200280

1

HOPK 40999

1
1

TRAN 020-01-13199
LABOR

1
1

REFLASH
SL PAIN MAT

DESCRIPTION
UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION KIT FOR STEEL SERVICE BODIES ON 56"
CA, 1999 - 2016 FORD - LOOSE
7 WAY RV FLAT PIN 4&5 WAY FLAT
HEAVY DUTY
FORD FUEL FILL KIT-GAS
REMOVE PICK-UP BED
STANDARD REMOVAL
NO RUST OR HITCHES,EQUIPMENT, ETC. IN THE WAY
REFLASH TAIL LIGHTS FOR PU BED REMOVAL
PAINT BODY SINGLE STAGE WHITE

AMOUNT

Quote Total:
Sales Tax not
included

$9,974.00

The following options may be added:
QTY

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Notes:
This Quote is subject to the following terms and conditions:
Credit Card Policy

We do not accept credit cards for payment of any order in excess of $10,000.00. For other orders, we do accept MasterCard, American Express, Visa and Discover cards for
payment.
Pricing Policy
Price Quotation is good on orders received through the expiration date.
Pricing quoted applies to chassis make/model originally provided and quantity quoted. Any change may result in price change.
Orders are subject to all applicable state, local and federal excise taxes. Applicable taxes will be applied on final billing to customer upon completion of order.
Knapheide Truck Equipment must be in possession of the vehicle for this order within 90 days of quote acceptance or the order can be subject to price adjustments due to cost increases
for materials, labor, and shop supplies.
Payment Policy





Payment Terms are due upon receipt of signed quote unless prior credit agreement has been established at the time of order.

Payment terms for customers with an established credit account will be Net 30 from date of invoice.

Knapheide has right to assess late charges at 1.5% per month on all invoices that are 60 days or more past due.

Return Policy


All sales are final. Purchased parts or products are non returnable.

Cancellation Policy


Payment is due in full upon cancellation of any orders for non-stocked partsor products (provided part/product has been ordered by Knapheide) and upon cancellation of installation
orders, once product installation has begun.

Customer agrees and understands this Quote is an offer to sell subject to the terms and conditions above and any additional terms or modifications are hereby objected to, unless mutually agreed
upon in writing by Customer and Knapheide. The undersigned represents and warrants that he/she is duly authorized to sign below on behalf of Customer and thereby accepts offer and Knapheide
will begin processing the order.

Customer must fill out the information below before the order can be processed…
Signature & Printed
Accepted by:
Date:

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY STAKE & PLATFORM BODIES SINCE 1934

6470 Michels Drive
Washington, MO 63090

QUOTE IS VALID FOR 14 DAYS

(P)636-239-3700 / (F)636-239-3777
www.riechers.com

Quote

Bill To:
City of Pacific
300 Hoven Dr.
Pacific, MO 63069

For / End User

Date

Quote #

4/5/2022

201686
1-2 weeks

Contact:

Salesperson

Chris Fowler

Qty
1

AC

Description

Prices

Reading Classic II Steel 98” Service Body “A” Compartment Layout
LENGTH:

98”

WIDTH:

77-1/2”

11,281.00

HEIGHT: 40”

FINISH: Powder coated white, body undercoated
INCLUDES:
28” W front vertical compartment on both sides with shelf and dividers
47” W horizontal compartment on both sides with shelf and dividers, and opening in wall for long material / tools
23” rear vertical compartment on both sides with shelf and dividers
Stainless steel rotary paddle latches on all compartment doors
Stainless steel bolt on hinges and gas spring door holders on vertical compartments
Slam tailgate at rear
“A” compartment layout on roadside and curbside
LED rectangular tail lights, red STT and clear reverse
48-1/2” wide cargo area
A60 galvanealed tread plate floor
Pooched bumper on rear with recess for hitch access
Re-use customers existing rear hitch and add 6-way trailer plug
Riechers mud flaps
Installed on truck
OPTIONS:
Black non-skid bed liner sprayed on floor of cargo area and up full height on all four sides in cargo area including over top
of tailgate - Add $859.00
Black non-skid bed liner sprayed on rear bumper - Add $159.00

Chassis Info: F250 CA 57" SRW
All federal and state taxes extra. All vehicles left with us at owners risk against loss or
damage by fire water or theft.

Subtotal
Sales Tax (8.85%)

Name of Firm___________________________________________

Total
Signature _____________________________________ Date_____________

$11,281.00
$0.00
$11,281.00

each

3% Fee on Credit Card Purchases over $500

RESOLUTION NO. 2022- 24

A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE ADOPTED FISCAL YEAR 22 BUDGET TO PROVIDE
FOR A PART-TIME SEASONAL POSITION IN THE CITY OF PACIFIC PARKS
DEPARTMENT
WHEREAS, the Park Board has reviewed a proposal to establish a part-time seasonal position for the
Parks Department, and upon review has by unanimous affirmative vote recommended
Board of Aldermen acceptance of this proposal; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen desires to act on the Park Board recommendation, amending the
FY 22 budget as hereinafter provided;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE CITY
OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The FY 22 budget is hereby amended to provide for the addition of a part-time seasonal
position in the City of Pacific Parks Department. This position shall be budgeted for a
maximum of 480 hours at a total budget (hourly wages plus payroll taxes) of $7,234.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 19th day of April, 2022.

Heather Filley, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

RESOLUTION NO. 2022 --25
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE A
CONTRACT AMENDMENT WITH MIDWEST POOL MANAGEMENT OF AMERICA, LTD.,
RELATING TO REVISED HOURS OF OPERATION AND REVISED MAXIMUM SALARY
BUDGETS FOR MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF THE CITY OF PACIFIC MUNICIPAL
POOL, 2022 SEASON
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific and Midwest Pool Management of America, LTD. previously has
entered into a contract agreement for operation and management of the City of Pacific
Municipal Pool; and
WHEREAS, the City desires to amend the contract to provide for revised operating hours, and for a
reduction in the maximum salary budget for pool operation as provided therein;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE CITY
OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Pacific, to execute
an amendment to the existing pool management contract with Midwest Pool Management
of America, LTD. as herein provided:
§
§
§

§

Hours of operation to be 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. daily.
Pool to be open daily May 28 – August 7.
Following August 7, pool to be open on Saturday and Sundays only through and
including Labor Day (Sept. 5), as follows: August 13-14; August 20-21; August
27-28, Sept 3-4-5.
The Maximum Salary Budget to be amended by $11,800, for a new Maximum
Salary Budget total of $58,400.

A copy of the Contract Amendment is attached hereto as Exhibit A and made fully a part
hereof.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 19th day of April, 2022.

Heather Filley, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

EXHIBIT A

Contract Amendment 1
City of Pacific, Missouri
Aquatic Center Management Agreement
This Amendment is between The City of Pacific, a municipal corporation located in Missouri,
hereinafter called “City” and Midwest Pool Management of America, LTD, a for-profit
company, hereinafter called “Midwest Pool Management”. The parties amend the Contract
entered into on March 15, 2022, as follows:
Section 1. Sections Amended:
Section 2.1 (A). May 28 – August 7, 2022 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. daily
After August 7, Pool to be open on Saturdays and Sundays only, through and including
Labor Day, as follows: August 13-14; August 20-21; August 27-28, Sept 3-4-5.
Exhibit B, “SALARY BUDGET” is hereby amended as follows: Maximum Salary
Budget reduced by $11,800, for a new Maximum Salary Budget total of $58,400.
Section 2. Sections not Amended.
All other sections of the Contract shall remain in full force and effect.
Section 3. Effectiveness: Date.
This amendment will become effective upon execution by the City of Pacific. The date this amendment is
executed by the City will be deemed the date of this amendment.

City of Pacific, Missouri

Midwest Pool Management

_________________________
By:

_________________________
By:

Attest:

Attest:

__________________________________
By:
Name, Title

_____________________________
By:
Name, Title

RESOLUTION NO. 2022 – 26
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE AN
AGREEMENT WITH HR GREEN, INC. FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RELATING
TO PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND
INSPECTION OF THE FIRST STREET AND OSAGE STREET INTERSECTION
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, FEDERAL PROJECT NO. CMAQ 5419(615)
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific has requested qualifications from qualified firms to provide
certain professional services relating to preliminary design and construction
engineering / inspection of the 1st and Osage intersection improvements project,
Federal Project No. CMAQ 5419(615); and
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific, upon canvassing the qualifications submitted, has determined
that HR Green, Inc. is the firm best qualified to provide certain professional services
as hereinafter set out, and has solicited a proposal from said firm to provide said
professional services;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Pacific, to
execute an Agreement with HR Green, Inc. for Professional Services for
preliminary engineering design and construction engineering and inspection of the
“1st Street and Osage Street Intersection Improvements” project. The Agreement is
attached hereto as Exhibit A and made fully a part hereof.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 19th day of April,
2022.

Heather Filley, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

SPONSOR:
LOCATION:
PROJECT:

City of St. Pacific, MO
1st Street / Osage Street Intersection Improvements
CMAQ-5419(615)

THIS CONTRACT is between the City of Pacific, Missouri, hereinafter referred to as the "Local
Agency", and HR Green, Inc. hereinafter referred to as the "Engineer".
INASMUCH as funds have been made available by the Federal Highway Administration through its
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Program coordinated through the Missouri
Department of Transportation, the Local Agency intends to design and construct intersection
improvements at 1st Street and Osage Street, and requires professional engineering services. The
intersection is being improved to better serve the vehicles that use it, many of which are oversized
trucks that impact adjacent lanes during turning movements. The Engineer will provide the Local
Agency with professional services hereinafter detailed for the planning, design and construction
inspection of the desired improvements and the Local Agency will pay the Engineer as provided in this
contract. It is mutually agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I – SCOPE OF SERVICES
Refer to Attachment A for the Scope of Service specific to this project.
ARTICLE II - DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) REQUIREMENTS:
A.

DBE Goal: The following DBE goal has been established for this Agreement. The dollar value
of services and related equipment, supplies, and materials used in furtherance thereof which is
credited toward this goal will be based on the amount actually paid to DBE firms. The goal for
the percentage of services to be awarded to DBE firms is 12% of the total Agreement dollar
value.

B.

DBE Participation Obtained by Engineer: The Engineer has obtained DBE participation, and
agrees to use DBE firms to complete, 12% of the total services to be performed under this
Agreement, by dollar value. The DBE firms which the Engineer shall use, and the type and
dollar value of the services each DBE will perform, is as follows:

DBE FIRM
NAME,
STREET AND
COMPLETE
MAILING
ADDRESS
Civil Design Inc.
5220 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110

TYPE OF
DBE
SERVICE
Surveying,
Right of Way
Plans,
Exhibits,
Inspection

Fig. 136.4.1 Contract

TOTAL $
VALUE OF
THE DBE
SUBCONTRACT

$26,128.84

1

CONTRACT
$ AMOUNT
TO APPLY
TO TOTAL
DBE GOAL

$24,561.44

PERCENTAGE
OF
SUBCONTRACT
DOLLAR VALUE
APPLICABLE TO
TOTAL GOAL

94.0%

Revised 05/27/2016

ARTICLE III - ADDITIONAL SERVICES
The Local Agency reserves the right to request additional work, and changed or unforeseen conditions
may require changes and work beyond the scope of this contract. In this event, a supplement to this
agreement shall be executed and submitted for the approval of MoDOT prior to performing the
additional or changed work or incurring any additional cost thereof. Any change in compensation will
be covered in the supplement.
ARTICLE IV - RESPONSIBILITIES OF LOCAL AGENCY
The Local Agency will cooperate fully with the Engineer in the development of the project, including
the following:
A.

make available all information pertaining to the project which may be in the possession of the
Local Agency;

B.

provide the Engineer with the Local Agency's requirements for the project;

C.

make provisions for the Engineer to enter upon property at the project site for the performance
of his duties;

D.

examine all studies and layouts developed by the Engineer, obtain reviews by MoDOT, and
render decisions thereon in a prompt manner so as not to delay the Engineer;

E.

designate a Local Agency's employee to act as Local Agency's Person in Responsible Charge
under this contract, such person shall have authority to transmit instructions, interpret the Local
Agency's policies and render decisions with respect to matters covered by this agreement (see
EPG 136.3);

F.

perform appraisals and appraisal review, negotiate with property owners and otherwise provide
all services in connection with acquiring all right-of-way needed to construct this project.

ARTICLE V - PERIOD OF SERVICE
The Engineer will commence work within two weeks after receiving notice to proceed from the Local
Agency. The general phases of work will be completed in accordance with the following schedule:
A.

PS&E Approval by MoDOT shall be completed by September 30, 2023

B.

Construction Phase shall be completed 60 days after construction final completion schedule.

The Local Agency will grant time extensions for delays due to unforeseeable causes beyond the control
of and without fault or negligence of the Engineer. Requests for extensions of time shall be made in
writing by the Engineer, before that phase of work is scheduled to be completed, stating fully the events
giving rise to the request and justification for the time extension requested.

Fig. 136.4.1 Contract
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ARTICLE VI – STANDARDS
The Engineer shall be responsible for working with the Local Agency in determining the appropriate
design parameters and construction specifications for the project using good engineering judgment
based on the specific site conditions, Local Agency needs, and guidance provided in the most current
version of EPG 136 LPA Policy. If the project is on the state highway system or is a bridge project,
then the latest version of MoDOT’s Engineering Policy Guide (EPG) and Missouri Standard
Specifications for Highway Construction shall be used (see EPG 136.7). The project plans must also
be in compliance with the latest ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Regulations.
ARTICLE VII - COMPENSATION
For services provided under this contract, the Local Agency will compensate the Engineer as follows:
A.

For design services, including work through the construction contract award stage, the Local
Agency will pay the Engineer the actual costs incurred plus a predetermined fixed fee of
$13,027.10 with a ceiling established for said design services in the amount of
$136,900.24, which amount shall not be exceeded.

B.

For construction inspection services, the Local Agency will pay the Engineer the actual costs
incurred plus a predetermined fixed fee of $5,148.44 with a ceiling established for said
inspection services in the amount of $67,778.45 which amount shall not be exceeded.

C.

The compensation outlined above has been derived from estimates of cost which are detailed
in Attachment B. Any major changes in work, extra work, exceeding of the contract ceiling, or
change in the predetermined fixed fee will require a supplement to this contract, as covered in
Article III - ADDITIONAL SERVICES.

D.

Actual costs in Sections A and B above are defined as:
1.

Actual payroll salaries paid to employees for time that they are productively
engaged in work covered by this contract, plus

2.

An amount calculated at 47.28% of actual salaries in Item 1 above for payroll
additives, including payroll taxes, holiday and vacation pay, sick leave pay,
insurance benefits, retirement and incentive pay, plus

3.

An amount calculated at 132.88% of actual salaries in Item 1 above for general
administrative overhead, based on the Engineer's system for allocating indirect
costs in accordance with sound accounting principles and business practice, plus

4.

Other costs directly attributable to the project but not included in the above
overhead, such as vehicle mileage, meals and lodging, printing, surveying
expendables, and computer time, plus
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5.

Project costs incurred by others on a subcontract basis, said costs to be passed
through the Engineer on the basis of reasonable and actual cost as invoiced by
the subcontractors.

E.

The rates shown for additives and overhead in Sections VII. D.2 and VII. D.3 above are the
established Engineer’s overhead rate accepted at the time of contract execution and shall be
utilized throughout the life of this contract for billing purposes.

F.

The payment of costs under this contract will be limited to costs which are allowable under 23
CFR 172 and 48 CFR 31.

G.

METHOD OF PAYMENT - Partial payments for work satisfactorily completed will be made
to the Engineer upon receipt of itemized invoices by the Local Agency. Invoices will be
submitted no more frequently than once every two weeks and must be submitted monthly for
invoices greater than $10,000. A pro-rated portion of the fixed fee will be paid with each
invoice. Upon receipt of the invoice and progress report, the Local Agency will, as soon as
practical, but not later than 45 days from receipt, pay the Engineer for the services rendered,
including the proportion of the fixed fee earned as reflected by the estimate of the portion of
the services completed as shown by the progress report, less partial payments previously made.
A late payment charge of one and one half percent (1.5%) per month shall be assessed for those
invoiced amount not paid, through no fault of the Engineer, within 45 days after the Local
Agency’s receipt of the Engineer's invoice. The Local Agency will not be liable for the late
payment charge on any invoice which requests payment for costs which exceed the proportion
of the maximum amount payable earned as reflected by the estimate of the portion of the
services completed, as shown by the progress report. The payment, other than the fixed fee,
will be subject to final audit of actual expenses during the period of the Agreement.

H.

PROPERTY ACCOUNTABILITY - If it becomes necessary to acquire any specialized
equipment for the performance of this contract, appropriate credit will be given for any
residual value of said equipment after completion of usage of the equipment.

ARTICLE VIII - COVENANT AGAINST CONTINGENT FEES
The Engineer warrants that he has not employed or retained any company or person, other than a bona
fide employee working for the Engineer, to solicit or secure this agreement, and that he has not paid or
agreed to pay any company or person, other than a bona fide employee, any fee, commission,
percentage, brokerage fee, gifts, or any other consideration, contingent upon or resulting from the
award or making of this contract. For breach or violation of this warranty, the Local Agency shall have
the right to annul this agreement without liability, or in its discretion to deduct from the contract price
or consideration, or otherwise recover, the full amount of such fee, commission, percentage, brokerage
fee, gift, or contingent fee, plus reasonable attorney's fees.
ARTICLE IX - SUBLETTING, ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER
No portion of the work covered by this contract, except as provided herein, shall be sublet or transferred
without the written consent of the Local Agency. The subletting of the work shall in no way relieve
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the Engineer of his primary responsibility for the quality and performance of the work. It is the
intention of the Engineer to engage subcontractors for the purposes of:
Sub-Consultant Name
Civil Design Inc.

Address
5220 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110

Services
Surveying / Exhibits /
Legal Descriptions /
Construction Inspection

SCI Engineering, Inc.

130 Point West Blvd.
St. Charles, MO 63301

Materials Testing

ARTICLE X - PROFESSIONAL ENDORSEMENT
All plans, specifications and other documents shall be endorsed by the Engineer and shall reflect the
name and seal of the Professional Engineer endorsing the work. By signing and sealing the PS&E
submittals the Engineer of Record will be representing to MoDOT that the design is meeting the intent
of the federal aid programs.
ARTICLE XI - RETENTION OF RECORDS
The Engineer shall maintain all records, survey notes, design documents, cost and accounting records,
construction records and other records pertaining to this contract and to the project covered by this
contract, for a period of not less than three years following final payment by FHWA. Said records
shall be made available for inspection by authorized representatives of the Local Agency, MoDOT or
the federal government during regular working hours at the Engineer's place of business.
ARTICLE XII - OWNERSHIP OF DOCUMENTS
Plans, tracings, maps and specifications prepared under this contract shall be delivered to and become
the property of the Local Agency upon termination or completion of work. Basic survey notes, design
computations and other data prepared under this contract shall be made available to the Local Agency
upon request. All such information produced under this contract shall be available for use by the Local
Agency without restriction or limitation on its use. If the Local Agency incorporates any portion of
the work into a project other than that for which it was performed, the Local Agency shall save the
Engineer harmless from any claims and liabilities resulting from such use.
ARTICLE XIII – SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
A.

The Local Agency may, without being in breach hereof, suspend or terminate the Engineer's
services under this Agreement, or any part of them, for cause or for the convenience of the
Local Agency, upon giving to the Engineer at least fifteen (15) days' prior written notice of the
effective date thereof. The Engineer shall not accelerate performance of services during the
fifteen (15) day period without the express written request of the Local Agency.

B.

Should the Agreement be suspended or terminated for the convenience of the Local Agency,
the Local Agency will pay to the Engineer its costs as set forth in Attachment B including actual
hours expended prior to such suspension or termination and direct costs as defined in this
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Agreement for services performed by the Engineer, a proportional amount of the fixed fee based
upon an estimated percentage of Agreement completion, plus reasonable costs incurred by the
Engineer in suspending or terminating the services. The payment will make no other
allowances for damages or anticipated fees or profits. In the event of a suspension of the
services, the Engineer's compensation and schedule for performance of services hereunder shall
be equitably adjusted upon resumption of performance of the services.
C.

The Engineer shall remain liable to the Local Agency for any claims or damages occasioned by
any failure, default, or negligent errors and/or omission in carrying out the provisions of this
Agreement during its life, including those giving rise to a termination for non-performance or
breach by Engineer. This liability shall survive and shall not be waived, or estopped by final
payment under this Agreement.

D.

The Engineer shall not be liable for any errors or omissions contained in deliverables which are
incomplete as a result of a suspension or termination where the Engineer is deprived of the
opportunity to complete the Engineer's services.

E.

Upon the occurrence of any of the following events, the Engineer may suspend performance
hereunder by giving the Local Agency 30 days advance written notice and may continue such
suspension until the condition is satisfactorily remedied by the Local Agency. In the event the
condition is not remedied within 120 days of the Engineer's original notice, the Engineer may
terminate this agreement.
1.

Receipt of written notice from the Local Agency that funds are no longer
available to continue performance.

2.

The Local Agency's persistent failure to make payment to the Engineer
in a timely manner.

3.

Any material contract breach by the Local Agency.

ARTICLE XIV - DECISIONS UNDER THIS CONTRACT
The Local Agency will determine the acceptability of work performed under this contract, and will
decide all questions which may arise concerning the project. The Local Agency's decision shall be
final and conclusive.
ARTICLE XV - SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
The Local Agency and the Engineer agree that this contract and all contracts entered into under the
provisions of this contract shall be binding upon the parties hereto and their successors and assigns.
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ARTICLE XVI - COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS
The Engineer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, ordinances, and regulations applicable
to the work, including but not limited to Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2000d, 2000e), as well as with any applicable titles of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. 12101, et seq.) and non-discrimination clauses incorporated herein, and
shall procure all licenses and permits necessary for the fulfillment of obligations under this contract.
ARTICLE XVII - RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS AND LIABILITY
The Engineer agrees to save harmless the Local Agency, MoDOT and FHWA from all claims and
liability due to his negligent acts or the negligent acts of his employees, agents or subcontractors.
ARTICLE XVIII - NONDISCRIMINATION
The Engineer, with regard to the work performed by it after award and prior to completion of the
contract work, will not discriminate on the ground of race, color or national origin in the selection and
retention of subcontractors. The Engineer will comply with state and federal related to
nondiscrimination, including but not limited to Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
as amended (42 U.S.C. 2000d, 2000e), as well as with any applicable titles of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. 12101, et seq.). More specifically, the Engineer will comply with the
regulations of the Department of Transportation relative to nondiscrimination in federally assisted
programs of the Department of Transportation, as contained in 49 CFR 21 through Appendix H and 23
CFR 710.405 which are herein incorporated by reference and made a part of this contract. In all
solicitations either by competitive bidding or negotiation made by the Engineer for work to be
performed under a subcontract, including procurements of materials or equipment, each potential
subcontractor or supplier shall be notified by the Engineer's obligations under this contract and the
regulations relative to non-discrimination on the ground of color, race or national origin.
ARTICLE XIX – LOBBY CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION ON LOBBYING: Since federal funds are being used for this agreement, the
Engineer's signature on this agreement constitutes the execution of all certifications on lobbying which
are required by 49 C.F.R. Part 20 including Appendix A and B to Part 20. Engineer agrees to abide by
all certification or disclosure requirements in 49 C.F.R. Part 20 which are incorporated herein by
reference.
ARTICLE XX – INSURANCE
A.

The Engineer shall maintain commercial general liability, automobile liability, and worker’s
compensation and employer’s liability insurance in full force and effect to protect the Engineer
from claims under Worker’s Compensation Acts, claims for damages for personal injury or
death, and for damages to property arising from the negligent acts, errors, or omissions of the
Engineer and its employees, agents, and Subconsultants in the performance of the services
covered by this Agreement, including, without limitation, risks insured against in commercial
general liability policies.
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B.

The Engineer shall also maintain professional liability insurance to protect the Engineer against
the negligent acts, errors, or omissions of the Engineer and those for whom it is legally
responsible, arising out of the performance of professional services under this Agreement.

C.

The Engineer's insurance coverage shall be for not less than the following limits of liability:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Commercial General Liability: $500,000 per person up to $3,000,000
per occurrence;
Automobile Liability: $500,000 per person up to $3,000,000 per
occurrence;
Worker's Compensation in accordance with the statutory limits; and
Employer’s Liability: $1,000,000; and
Professional (“Errors and Omissions”) Liability: $1,000,000, each claim
and in the annual aggregate.

D.

The Engineer shall, upon request at any time, provide the Local Agency with certificates of
insurance evidencing the Engineer’s commercial general or professional liability (“Errors and
Omissions”) policies and evidencing that they and all other required insurance are in effect as
to the services under this Agreement.

E.

Any insurance policy required as specified in (ARTICLE XX) shall be written by a company
which is incorporated in the United States of America or is based in the United States of
America. Each insurance policy must be issued by a company authorized to issue such
insurance in the State of Missouri.

ARTICLE XXI - ATTACHMENTS
The following exhibits are attached hereto and are hereby made part of this contract:
Attachment A – Scope of Service
Attachment B – Estimate of Cost
Attachment C – Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, and Other
Responsibility Matters - Primary Covered Transactions.
Attachment D – Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, and Ineligibility and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions.
Attachment E – DBE Contract Provisions
Attachment F – Fig. 136.4.15 Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form
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Executed by the Engineer this

day of

, 2022.

Executed by the City this _____ day of ______________, 2022.
FOR: CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI
BY: ___________________________________________________
Mayor

ATTEST: __________________________
City Clerk
FOR: HR GREEN, INC.
BY: _________________________________________________
JasonS. Dohrmann, PE
Vice President

I hereby certify under Section 50.660 RSMo there is either: (1) a balance of funds, otherwise
unencumbered, to the credit of the appropriation to which the obligation contained herein is chargeable,
and a cash balance otherwise unencumbered, in the Treasury, to the credit of the fund from which
payment is to be made, each sufficient to meet the obligation contained herein; or (2) bonds or taxes
have been authorized by vote of the people and there is a sufficient unencumbered amount of the bonds
yet to be sold or of the taxes levied and yet to be collected to meet the obligation in case there is not a
sufficient unencumbered cash balance in the treasury.

_____________________________________________________________
CITY FINANCE OFFICER
Steve Roth, City Administrator
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ATTACHMENT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES

_________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES

1st Street and Osage Street Intersection

A.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The City of Pacific has received Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMA!) Funding through the East
West Gateway Council of Governments to improve the intersection of 1st Street and Osage Street, otherwise
known as Business 44 and Route 00 / F. The work will consist of minor alignment modifications and a
dedicated northbound to eastbound right turn lane, new traffic signals, and updates to ADA sidewalk
connections. Final roadway geometrics will be based on the results of a conceptual phase where the City
seeks buy-in from its residents.
B.
GENERAL
The ENGINEER will develop detailed plans, job special provisions, and an opinion of estimated
construction cost for the improvements. This scope of services includes the completion of four (4) tasks as
detailed below. Plans will be developed in accordance with the procedures required by the Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOT). The design consultant, HR Green, Inc (ENGINEER) will develop
the following four submittals and submit to the City of Pacific (CITY) and MoDOT for review and
approval:
1. Conceptual Study Phase
2. Preliminary Plan Phase
3. Right-of-Way Plan Phase
4. Final Design Plan Phase
C.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
In order to provide client service and meet the needs of this project, Project Management activities will
include the following:
1. External Progress Meetings – In order to discuss topical design issues, review submittals, provide
status updates, and coordinate the improvements with the CITY, one (1) external coordination
meeting is planned (to be used when or as needed by the CITY). The ENGINEER will prepare
minutes of meeting and keep documentation of other communications.
2. Internal Team Meetings – Internal team meetings will be held as needed to ensure each team
member (prime and subconsultant team members alike) are operating under the same directions
and following the same guidance for the project. This task will also include management of the
subconsultants, informing them of project-related decisions and directions affecting their work.
3. Invoicing – Invoices and progress reports will be prepared monthly for the duration of the project
(assume 24 months). The invoices will be prepared by the ENGINEER in accordance with the
standard MoDOT Consultant Invoice as referenced and found in the Engineering Policy Guide
(EPG). Subconsultants will prepare monthly invoices for their work and submit the invoices to
HR Green, who will summarize all the monthly labor costs, expenses, and fixed fees into one
comprehensive invoice.
4. Topographic and Right of Way Surveys – The ENGINEER’s subconsultant will complete
topographic and right of way surveys of the site in accordance with Missouri State minimum
requirements. A detailed scope for this work is provided under the subconsultant scope of
services in Attachment A-1.
5. Quality Control – The ENGINEER will establish review and checking procedures for the project
deliverables. Quality Assurance (or the process of executing the established Quality Control
procedures) will be included in each individual task items and will be completed at appropriate
points in time for that specific task. However, for major deliverables that require assembling
data from many different tasks or delivery teams, an additional review will be completed by the
Project Manager or his assigned Quality representative. It is anticipated that these reviews will
be completed prior to submittal of the following deliverables:
a. Conceptual Design Study
b. Preliminary Plans

c. Right of Way Plans
d. Final PS&E
D.
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY
The following scope items will be necessary to complete this work:
1. Conceptual Layout – The ENGINEER shall prepare a conceptual layout of the proposed roadway
geometry and submit to the CITY and MoDOT for review and approval prior to commencement
of preliminary design. Conceptual layout will include horizontal alignment, edge of pavement,
pavement markings, sidewalk, and traffic signal mast arm locations. Concept layout will be
submitted in PDF format.
2. Conceptual Design Study Technical Memorandum – A Conceptual Design Study Technical
Memorandum will be prepared per MoDOT EPG Section 128. The Conceptual Design Study
will not include an operational analysis of the traffic conditions but will summarize the
previous work completed for the corridor. Additional traffic information which may be
required by MoDOT will be completed by Supplemental Agreement. One (1) meeting with the
CITY and MoDOT will be held after submitting the analysis to discuss the findings an answer
any questions.
3. Traffic Signal Design Form – A Traffic Signal Design Form, describing the intent of the signal
design, including phasing, turning treatments, ITS needs, controller, and detection type will be
completed and submitted to the CITY and MoDOT for review and approval.
4. Public Involvement – upon completion of the Conceptual Design Study, the CITY will host an
informational meeting to gather feedback on the concept before moving into the formal
Preliminary Design Phase.
E.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE
1. The ENGINEER will, upon the delivery of the topographic and right of way surveys, complete a
general field check of the project to evaluate existing topographic conditions either in the presence
of or independent of CITY representatives. Changes to the previous concepts proposed in Concept
Design will be made and incorporated.
2. Once standards and design intent has been agreed to, the ENGINEER will begin Preliminary Plan
development, which will include the following:
a. Title Sheet – The ENGINEER will complete a preliminary title sheet for the project.
b. Typical Section Sheets – The ENGINEER will prepare preliminary typical section sheets.
Two (2) sheets are assumed.
c. Reference Tie / Project Control Sheet – The ENGINEER will prepare a preliminary tie
and control sheet using information provided by the subconsultant.
d. Develop Plan Sheets – The ENGINEER will prepare preliminary plan sheets based on a
20-scale plan. The plan sheets will depict the removals, grading, drainage, and pavement
improvements to be made. Two (2) sheets are estimated.
e. Preliminary Signal Layout – The ENGINEER will show the layout of the new traffic
signal equipment. The proposed traffic signal will be laid out on a 20-scale plan sheet
showing equipment such as signal poles, mast arms, signal indications, pull boxes,
conduit, controller, and power supply. Existing traffic signal layout and equipment will
be shown on separate sheet with construction notes regarding removal instructions. Two
(2) sheets assumed.
f. Cross Sections – Cross sections for the project will be shown at fifty-foot intervals along
the proposed centerline of the alignments, drawn at a scale of 1” equals 5’ both
horizontally and vertically. Effort required to prepare cross sections also includes the
effort to create a 3D model of the project. For the preliminary cross sections, only existing
features and proposed pavement will be shown to generate construction limits (no
labeling). Three cross sections per sheet are anticipated, resulting in ten (10) sheets
assumed for this work.
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3.

4.

In addition to plan development, the ENGINEER will complete additional tasks necessary for the
review and approval of the Preliminary Plans, including:
a. Engineer’s Estimate – Based on the preliminary plans, the ENGINEER will complete a
preliminary Engineer’s estimate of probable cost utilizing historical unit bid prices for
construction.
b. Drainage Design – In order for an accurate and complete picture of the right of way needs
for the project, the drainage design will be expedited. The drainage design during the
Preliminary Phase will include:
i. Assessment of the existing and proposed watershed and drainage areas;
ii. Preliminary location of the necessary drainage features for the project, including
enclosed drainage features (inlets and pipes) and location of open ditches sufficient
for the locating of future easement needs. Culvert profiles will not be developed
at this time;
iii. Technical memorandum summarizing the results of the findings will be
submitted;
iv. Determination of preliminary easements necessary for drainage construction.
c. Utility Coordination:
i. The ENGINEER will coordinate utility company activities for the project by
providing the Preliminary Plan submittal by to utility providers. Upon request,
Microstation copies of the plans can be made available to the utilities for their use.
ii. Additionally, as a part of this work, the ENGINEER will attend one (1) Utility
Coordination Meeting at the completion the preliminary design phase of the project
to discuss existing facilities and impacts and possible relocation corridors for
impacted facilities.
d. Environmental Permitting – The ENGINEER will complete an LPA Request for
Environmental Review (RER) through the new Environmental Services webpage linked
in the MoDOT EPG. Additional Forms and information that may be required to be
submitted include the following:
i. Complete the required Section 106 Project Information Form to the State Historic
Preservation Office.
ii. Obtain the necessary USFWS IPac Official Species List, MDC Heritage Review
Report, and related Threatened and Endangered Species documentation.
e. Public Meeting – One (1) Open House/Public Meeting will be conducted to present the
Preliminary Plans to the affected stakeholders, elected CITY officials, and other interested
parties.
i. Up to two (2) ENGINEER representatives shall be on hand at the public meeting
to assist with presentations and answer stakeholder questions.
ii. For the public meetings, the ENGINEER will provide two (2) copies of the strip
map of the proposed design, showing the existing topography, proposed
infrastructure limited to pavement limits, curb and gutter locations, sidewalks,
property information, construction limits, proposed right of way takings, and
hatching. The strip maps will be mounted on display boards and will be on a high
gloss paper. One (1) sample copy of the strip map will be provided two weeks
prior to the meeting for CITY comments and questions, while still allowing
changes and plotting / mounting prior to the meeting.
iii. ENGINEER will work with the CITY to provide a quick fact sheet and a
questionnaire/comment form for those in attendance at the public meeting.
Submittals:
a. The ENGINEER will submit an electronic copy of the Preliminary Plans to the CITY for
review and approval. The Preliminary Plan submittal will include: Title Sheet, Typical
Sections, Reference Tie Sheet, Plan Sheets, Profile Sheet, and Cross Sections.
b. Upon approval at the CITY level, the ENGINEER will send the Preliminary Plan
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submittal to MoDOT for review and concurrence. Any comments that MoDOT makes
required for approval will be revised and resubmitted during the Right of Way Phase.
F.
RIGHT-OF-WAY PHASE
The Right-of-Way Phase shall include development of detailed right-of-way plans for the proposed
improvements upon approval of Preliminary Plans by the CITY. The development of Right-of-Way Plans
is based on the assumption that no more than two (2) parcels may require temporary construction easements
or right of way takings. If it is determined that more temporary and permanent easements are required, the
ENGINEER will complete this additional work by way of supplemental agreement.
For this project, all property takings and easement acquisition will be completed by the CITY (either
internally or by hiring an outside ROW consultant), using the Right of Way Plans prepared by the
ENGINEER as follows:
1. Right of Way Plans – The ENGINEER will prepare Right of Way Plans, which may be separate
drawings from those used for design and construction details. The Right of Way Plans will show
alignment, geometric design, removal of improvements, drainage facilities, property lines and
ownership, other land survey information, street lines and existing right of way and existing
easements. The ENGINEER will also include plan details, which will require additional right of
way or easements during the construction phase of the project such as temporary pavement,
temporary erosion control, etc. Right of Way Plans include title sheet, typical sections, and split
plan over profile sheets. Areas of new right of way, permanent easements and/or temporary
easements required from each individual property owner will be shown in tabular form on the
respective sheets.
2. Preliminary Right of Way Plans will be submitted to the CITY for review and approval. The
Right of Way Plans will be at the same scale as the construction plans. The Right of Way Plans
will include design details that will control the width of right of way and necessary easements.
a. New Right of Way lines and new easements shall be dimensioned by station and offset.
b. The following minimum design features shall be included on the Right of Way Plans:
i. Title sheet with the appropriate project limits, access note and traffic data
completed.
ii. Typical sections
iii. Plan sheets containing the following: drainage facilities; entrances and their
reference location, width and type; property owners, with existing and proposed
areas of new right of way, easements and remaining property; traffic signal
equipment; centerline bearing, existing known utility locations, easements,
horizontal curvature information, Township, Range, Section and/or U.S. Survey.
iv. Reference Tie/Coordinate Sheet
3. Exhibits / Descriptions: The ENGINEER will provide individual metes and bounds Property
Descriptions and corresponding Exhibits for each parcel requiring a permanent or temporary
taking. For the purposes of this contract, two (2) parcels are anticipated.
4. Engineer’s Estimate of Probable Cost – The ENGINEER will revise the Engineer’s Estimate of
Probable Cost based on updated plan changes occurring between the Preliminary Plans and
submittal of the Right-of-Way Plans.
5. Submit Right of Way Plans – The ENGINEER will submit an electronic copy in PDF format of
the Right of Way Plans to the CITY for review and approval. The Right of Way Plan submittal
will include: Title Sheet, Typical Sections, Coordinate Sheet, and Plan/Profile Sheets, and Cross
Sections.
6. Revise Right of Way Plans and Resubmit – The ENGINEER will revise the Right of Way Plans
based on the review comments received and resubmit the revised plans to the CITY for approval.
a. The ENGINEER will be responsible for making reasonable revisions to the Right of Way
and Construction Plans due to negotiations with the property owners in an effort to acquire
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the right-of-way or easements. Reasonable is defined as revisions limited to one (1)
individual property revision.
7. Utility Coordination – The ENGINEER will submit Right of Way Plans to the individual utility
owners. Plans will be submitted in either electronic or hard copy (pdf or Microstation) format.
Plans of adjustment will be coordinated between the ENGINEER and utility company
representative.
G.
FINAL DESIGN PHASE
The Final Design Phase shall include final design of the project as approved in the Right of Way Plans.
The ENGINEER will undertake the following tasks in the final development of the plans.
1. Plan Development.
a. Title Sheet – The ENGINEER will make final revisions to the title sheet.
b. Tabulation of Quantities - The ENGINEER will tabulate all quantities to be used for
bidding purposes. The tabulation will be created in Excel spreadsheets. Overall quantity
sheets will be summarized and will break down how each quantity was tabulated by sheet
and station range. Three (3) sheets are estimated.
c. Typical Section Sheets – The ENGINEER will refine preliminary typical section sheets.
Typical Section sheets will include pavement structure and compacted subgrade
requirements. Two (2) sheets are estimated.
d. Reference Tie / Project Control Sheet – The ENGINEER will make final revisions to the
tie and control sheet. Two (2) sheets are estimated.
e. Plan Sheets – The ENGINEER will finalize the plan/profile sheets by providing details and
notes as necessary for the final design plans. Plan sheets shall be drawn on 22”x34” sheets
with a horizontal scale of 1”=20’ and a vertical scale 1”=5’. These sheets will be formatted
to allow converting to ½ size scalable plans on 11”x17” paper. Two (2) sheets are
estimated.
f. Intersection Geometric Plan – The ENGINEER will prepare warping details, ADA details,
and other necessary details to construct the intersection improvements which are not
included on the Plan sheets and will be included on a 10-scale plan sheet. It is assumed
one (1) sheet will be required.
g. Storm Sewer Profiles – The ENGINEER will refine preliminary storm sewer profiles based
on hydraulic calculations and storm sewer layout. Profiles will be shown on a 10
horizontal/vertical scale, or as appropriate to convey design intent. Two (2) sheets are
estimated.
h. Traffic Signal – The ENGINEER will prepare the final signal plan and summary of
equipment standard sheets required for the upgrading of traffic signal equipment and
appurtenances to meet minimum ADA requirements. The signal layout will be shown on
a 20 scale sheet. For this work, seven (7) sheets are estimated (1 existing conditions sheet,
1 plan sheet, 4 equipment and conduit/wiring summary sheets, and 1 signal phasing sheet).
i. ITS – The ENGINEER will prepare a fiber optic splice and block diagram sheet for the
controller at 1st Street and Osage Street. Existing Visio file (s) will be provided by
MoDOT for the purpose of preparing the fiber optic connection to the new controller. ITS
plan sheet and slice/block diagram will be submitted to St. Louis ITS (SLITS) group for
review and approval prior to final plan submittal. Two (2) sheets are estimated.
j. Erosion Control – The ENGINEER will include typical detail sheets for temporary erosion
control installation around areas of new construction. The typical details and temporary
erosion control will be shown on 20 scale plan/plan sheets. It is anticipated that two (2)
sheets will be required.
k. Traffic Control Plan Sheets – The ENGINEER will develop traffic control plans sheets for
maintaining traffic during construction based on preliminary staging plan. The plans will
generally include standard details for lane drops or closures. Detailed Construction
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Sequencing and Traffic Control Plans to indicate signage or striping for the entire project
limits or plans which indicate required phasing and sequencing will be prepared. Eight (8)
sheets are estimated for the traffic control plans.
l. Pavement Marking and Signing Plans – The ENGINEER will complete plans for new
pavement markings (and signing where applicable). These plans will indicate the proposed
sign locations where necessary due to roadway improvements. Signing cross sections or
quantity sheets will not be provided. Two (2) sheets are estimated.
m. Develop Special Detail Sheets – The ENGINEER will develop special sheets for inclusion
in the final design plan set. Special detail sheets include any sheets related to curb ramp
details, island or median details, or any design improvements related to intersection work.
Two (2) sheets are estimated.
n. Cross Sections - The ENGINEER will refine preliminary cross sections to develop final
cross sections through the project construction limits based on a 5 horizontal/vertical scale.
Final cross sections will show existing and proposed improvements, existing and proposed
right-of-way and easements, cut/fill volume, existing utilities (if provided available
information), and proposed utilities. Seven (7) sheets are estimated.
2. In addition to plan development, the Engineer will complete additional tasks necessary for the
review and approval of the Final Plans, including:
a. Prepare Engineer’s Estimate of Probable Cost – The ENGINEER will update the
Engineer’s estimate of probable cost based on the final design plans.
b. Job Special Provisions – The ENGINEER will complete all Job Special Provisions as
necessary to supplement the standard specifications. For this project the standard
specifications to be adopted shall be the MoDOT Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction. The ENGINEER will prepare all other aspects of the Contract Documents
and Project Manual using the MoDOT Boiler Plate as the contracting documents. The use
of a CITY Contract will result in a Supplemental Agreement.
c. Utility Coordination – The ENGINEER will submit Final Plans to the individual utility
owners. The ENGINEER will review utility conflicts, plans of adjustment, reimbursable
expense, and relocation schedule, as necessary.
3. Submittals
a. Submit 95% Draft Package/Plan Set for Review – The ENGINEER will submit a Draft
PS&E package to the CITY. This submittal will include Plan Sheets, JSP’s and
ENGINEER’S Estimate of Probable Cost in electronic PDF format.
b. Complete Final Revisions – The ENGINEER will complete revisions to the Draft PS&E
in accordance with the review comments received from the final plan review by the CITY.
c. Submit Revised PS&E – After revising the Draft PS&E, the ENGINEER will resubmit
final copies of the PS&E (same deliverables as above) to the CITY.
H.
CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
During this phase of the project, the ENGINEER will be responsible for seeing the design intent of the
plans is carried out through the act of constructing the project. This will include the following activities /
duties:
1. Shop Drawing / Submittal Review – The ENGINEER will review shop drawings and technical
submittals from the Contractor for conformance with the design and contract requirements. The
ENGINEER will also review subcontractor approval document submittals by the prime
contractor to ensure compliance with MoDOT’s LPA Manual Section 136.11.5.
2. Observation of Construction Activities – The ENGINEER will be periodically present onsite to
observe if construction activities are being performed in accordance with the Construction Plans
and Specifications. ENGINEER is expected to perform daily site inspections to provide for a
daily report, pay item quantity tracking, and be present for critical construction operations.
ENGINEER is not expected to be onsite at all times when the Contractor is onsite. Construction
inspection activities will include:
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a. Storm sewer pipe installation and backfill
b. Preparation of subgrade
c. Placement of aggregate base
d. Milling operations
e. Asphalt / concrete pavement installation
f. Traffic Signal base construction or mast arm erection
g. On-call as needed to answer contractor questions
3. In accordance with MoDOT LPA requirements, tasks to be included in the construction
inspection activities not listed above include:
a. Completion of ADA Checklist
b. Job board inspections
c. SWPPP inspections
d. Labor compliance review (CUF reporting, wage rate interviews, certified payroll review)
e. Contractor pay application processing
f. Assist LOCAL AGENCY with preparation of change orders
4. Pre / Post Construction Coordination – The ENGINEER will handle on behalf of the CITY in
required pre-construction activities related to the inspection of the project and will assist in final
paperwork or other activities related to the final closeout of the construction work. It is
anticipated that the majority of the coordination / paperwork will be handled by the City. The
ENGINEER has allotted 16 hours for each activity for assistance.
5. Material Testing – Material testing in general accordance with MoDOT’s FAST tables has been
estimated and is found in the proposal of work by SCI Engineering in Attachment A.
I.
PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS / EXCLUSIONS
The following assumptions or exclusions were made in developing this scope of services:
1. Traffic Technical Memorandum: No new traffic data will be collected for this project. It is not
expected that a traffic study or other modeling will be required in the development of the
construction plans for this project.
2. Right-of-Way: For the purposes of this scope of service, it is assumed that the project may require
temporary construction easement or Right of Way (ROW) documents up to two (2) properties in
order to construct improvements. The acquisition of new easements for this project will be
completed by the CITY. At this time, costs to develop Right-of-Way plans assume temporary
and ROW takings for the above two parcels. The ENGINEER will obtain available recorded
plats and deeds through the project limits, as well as title commitments for those parcels where
acquisitions is required. If it is subsequently determined if more parcels will require new
temporary or permanent easements, the ENGINEER will complete this work through a
Supplemental Agreement.
3. Traffic collection, studies, or modeling; intersection safety analysis; and a Traffic Safety and
Operations (TS&O) Report are excluded from this scope.
4. Geotechnical Exploration: Geotechnical exploration (subsurface information) will not be
completed for this project.
5. Existing Signs: The ENGINEER will not be responsible for Retroreflectivity evaluation of
existing signs to be used in place.
6. Because of the nature of the work, no Profile Sheets will be provided (intersection warping and
model files will be given to Contractor in this regard).
7. Retaining wall design/plan preparation is not expected for this project
8. Provisions for storm water quality or BMP’s or the design of off-site detention is excluded
9. Design of utility adjustments or preparation and negotiation of utility agreements are not included
10. Physical negotiation or acquisition of new right of way or easements is excluded. It is expected
that during the ROW phase, the CITY will make a determination whether they will acquire
needed property in house, by consultant, or by project team (through Supplemental Agreement).
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11. As-Built Plans: It is assumed that the contractor would develop and provide as-built plans to the
ENGINEER and CITY.
12. Excluded is any work required for condemnation of property, once the Right-of-Way Plans have
been submitted and approved.
13. The ENGINEER will not be responsible for the physical monumentation of any proposed right
of way or property corners, or the re-establishment of existing corners which may have been
damaged, removed, or not found for this project.
14. No NEPA or environmental permitting or documentation beyond the RER process will be
completed. Scope will not include floodplain development permit.
15. Permitting other than that described herein will be the responsibility of the CITY
16. Permitting requirements during construction phase will be the responsibilities of others
17. Construction surveying / staking will not be provided by CONSULTANT.
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ATTACHMENT A-1
SUBCONSULTANT SCOPE OF SERVICES
CIVIL DESIGN INC.
1st Street and Osage Street Intersection
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 16020 Swingley Ridge Road | Suite 205 | Chesterfield, MO 63017
Main 636.519.0990 + Fax 636.519.0996

H R G R E E N . C O M

March 26, 2022

Civil Design Inc.
Attn: Tricia Bohler, PE
Transportation Group Leader
5220 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
RE:

1st / Osage Street Intersection
Request for Proposal

Dear Tricia:
HR Green is in the process of scope and fee development with the City of Pacific to complete intersection
improvements at the above intersection. The proposed scope of services was what HR Green has included in our
Letter of Interest to the City, which was subsequently accepted as the most qualified for the work.
Please provide a cost plus fixed fee estimate by each phase required for your firm to complete scope of work
listed herein.
Phase 1 – Topographic and Right of Way Surveys
1.1. General Survey Requirements
A.
Topographic survey collection shall occur generally following the light blue polygon area shown
on the attached exhibit. This is a general limit and should you need to pick up additional
information to establish good, solid contours, you should do so.
B.
The data collected should be sufficient to properly identify drainage patterns, roadway and
adjacent ground line grades, sidewalk and trail cross slopes, and other identifying features.
C.
Previous surveys performed in this area should not be used or combined with the new
topographic survey w/o prior approval from HR Green.
D.
The Surveyor of record shall be a Registered Land Surveyor registered in the State of Missouri.
E.
Drawing / Survey specifics:
i.
Horizontal and vertical control shall be Missouri State Plane Coordinate System of
1983, East Zone.
F.
The Surveyor shall perform all field work necessary to accurately determine the property line and
existing physical conditions of the areas, set monument markers, establish benchmarks and
ascertain and record on a “topo” map and boundary survey drawing the information and data as
specified in this document.
G.
Under the Missouri Underground Facility Safety and Damage Prevention statute (RSMo Chapter
319), the surveyor shall make contact with and submit tickets to Missouri One Call to locate
underground utilities in the area requested for survey. Copies of the tickets shall be provided to
HR Green upon delivery of the completed survey work. It is expected that the surveyor also
contact each utility company separately in the attempt to obtain basemaps, and then verify the
field survey information represents what is documented as best as possible.
1.2. Right of Way / Boundary Survey:
A.
Property research for each parcel along the alignment, including property owner name,
assessor’s map number, deed book and page, and size of parcel (in square feet and acres)
obtained from the Franklin County Recorder of Deeds.
B.
Show and locate all existing easements of record for the property either from the record plat or
recited in the landowner’s conveyance deed.
C.
Locate all existing property corners with frontage to the project.
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D.

1.3.

All right of way or property lines shown shall have a bearing (to the nearest second) and a length
(to the nearest hundredth of a foot) given and the parcel shall close within acceptable tolerances
governed by the State of Missouri. Any parcel bordering the proposed alignment will need
bearings and distances on each line of that property as required for exhibit preparation.
Topographic Survey:
A.
Trees: Indicate the location, size and species of trees over 6 in. in trunk diameter and wooded
areas where trees of smaller diameter are in profusion. Locate perimeter only of thickly wooded
areas or scrub brush. Landscaping shall also be included (shrubs, bushes, mulched planting
beds).
B.
Provide benchmarks used (Benchmark to be adopted) or control points set, and any reference
datum required for the project in an electronic file suitable for use in the plans. Control points shall
be three-point tied to existing monuments outside of the proposed construction limits of the
project and spaced no more than five hundred (500’) feet apart. Also provided in the electronic file
shall be a description of the coordinate system / zone used, geographic reference station used,
coordinate values held for azimuth and direction, the grid factor, and the origin point for scaling. If
possible, benchmarks from projects currently in design or construction within the identified
corridor shall be referenced and adopted.
C.
Streets, Alleys and Parking Lots: The following data shall be indicated on the Survey. Drawings
for all roads or lots adjacent to the site:
i.
Name and /or route number.
ii.
Direction of traffic.
iii.
Distance between curbs.
iv.
Type, dimension and condition of paving, where no paving exists, so note.
v.
Location and dimension of existing paving striping, if any.
vi.
Elevations along center lines at twenty-five foot (25’) intervals and intersections for a
distance of 100-feet past the radius return of each side street.
vii.
Edge of pavement and type of pavement.
viii.
Spot elevation on paved parking lots at a grid interval of 25’± and at any obvious ridge
points, low points and parking lot depressions.
ix.
Driveway pavement, type and jointing (private driveways only – this is important to City)
x.
Raised islands (and type).
xi.
Street signs.
xii.
Mailboxes.
xiii.
Traffic signal bases, posts, push button locations, and pull boxes.
xiv.
Subdivision monuments.
xv.
Right of way markers.
D.
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters: The following data shall be indicated for all sidewalks, curbs, and
gutters on or adjacent to the site (where no sidewalks, or curbs or gutters exist, the fact shall be
noted):
i.
Whether it is curb only, or curb and gutter (and type of curb – asphalt, granite or other).
ii.
Elevations of sidewalks along the edge nearest to the site at twenty-five foot (25’)
intervals, at corners, at points of curvature and points of slope change.
iii.
Elevations of tops of curbs and flow lines of gutters at twenty-five foot (25’) intervals, at
corners, at points of curvature and points off slope change.
iv.
Edges of sidewalk and sidewalk type.
v.
Sidewalk widths and elevations.
vi.
Curb ramps including truncated domes and landing areas at top of ramps.
vii.
Crosswalk markings and tinted / patterned pavement treatment at crosswalks.
E.
Utilities: The following information pertaining to utilities at the site shall be shown and noted on
the Survey Drawing:
i.
Electric & Telephone: Location of available electric and telephone service. Location of
electric and telephone lines, poles and manholes. Location of street lights, traffic signal
equipment and utility boxes.
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ii.

F.

G.

Water: Location of water mains, hydrants, valves and manholes. Indicate size of water
mains.
iii.
Gas: Location and size of gas mains including type, pressure, and source of gas
supply.
iv.
Sewers: Location, size, direction of flow, rate of fall, and type of material of sanitary,
storm or combined sewer mains. Indicate whether public or private and whether the
use is exclusively for sanitary waste or storm drainage. Indicate elevations of structure
top, flow line, location of manholes and elevations of all “in” and “out” inverts (within the
intersection only). Indicate dimensions of existing storm drain out fall protection
(riprap).
v.
Others not identified herein but identified as a part of One Call or other visual
identification onsite.
vi.
Systems: Location or sprinkler heads, control boxes and backflow preventers.
Elevations and Contour Lines: All data collected for the site shall be taken on a grid suitable to
the topography and size of the site.
i.
Contour lines shall be drawn at intervals that accurately reflect the existing topography
of the site but in no case more than one foot (1’) intervals unless otherwise approved
by HR Green.
ii.
Spot elevations shall be provided specifically in areas to clearly define the site
topography (e.g. at swales, ridges, valleys, etc.). Spot elevations shall be to the
nearest .01 foot.
iii.
Elevations shall be marked on contour lines at regular intervals.
iv.
Where concrete or grass ditches exist, spot elevations shall be provided at 50 feet
intervals. At a minimum, the low point and approximate top of slope of the swale shall
be included at each interval.
v.
All ridges or valleys or any other breaklines necessary for an accurate Digital Terrain
Model (DTM) of the project, and all other pertinent existing features which may affect
the proposed design
Deliverables:
i.
The Survey Drawing(s) shall contain a signed certification by the surveyor that the
survey of the described property was made under its supervision and that the data
shown thereon is true and correct.
ii.
The following electronic files on a CD (or by email):
• Separate files containing the topographic survey, right of way survey and digital
terrain model information for the project in Microstation format using the GeoPAK
SS4 software, if possible.
• This project will be completed using MoDOT workspace.
• The digital terrain model file shall contain the information (e.g. 3D elements, tags,
breaklines, random points, etc.) necessary to generate a digital terrain model
(DTM). The file shall also contain the surface triangles used by the surveyor to
produce the contours shown on the drawings.
• Electronic file containing reference ties, benchmarks, control points, etc. as
described above.
iii.
Copies of all deeds and maps obtained for use for the project.
iv.
Copies of the pages in the field book pertaining to the job (benchmark/level loop
calculations, reference tie drawings, etc.).

Phase 2 – Exhibits and Legal Descriptions
A.
Preparation of right-of-way and permanent easement exhibits for the project:
i.
It is assumed that permanent right-of-way, temporary slope construction license, and
permanent drainage easement linework and calculations will be shown on separate,
individual exhibits.
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ii.

B.

C.
D.
E.

One (1) legal description using metes and bounds descriptions for all new right-of-way,
permanent easements, and temporary easements will be drafted for each individual
exhibit required for the project.
iii.
For estimation purposes, it is assumed that a total of two (2) exhibits and legal
descriptions will be prepared and required for this work.
iv.
Surveyor should plan for the cost and obtaining of title work for the two (2) parcels with
acquisitions. This work should be included in your proposal.
All work under this phase should be completed under the direction and control of a Missouri
Licensed Professional Land Surveyor. All exhibits and legal descriptions for permanent
easement of ROW acquisition will be sealed by a Professional Land Surveyor licensed in the
State of Missouri.
Surveyor will not be responsible for the preparation of any Certified Land Corner documents.
Surveyor will not be responsible for the physical monumentation of any proposed right of way or
property corners, or the re-establishment of existing corners which may have been damaged,
removed, or not found for this project.
Surveyor will need to tie roadway centerline to the nearest section corner per MoDOT
Requirements.

Phase 3 – Construction Inspection
A.
As a way to integrate CDI into construction inspection, please include time for your construction
inspector to assist HR Green in the daily inspection of necessary tasks and required paperwork for
the project. We will use this project as training for your staff.
B.
Since this work is yet to be determined, please include 160 hours of inspector time into your
proposal.
We appreciate the opportunity to work with you on this project and appreciate your interest in working with us.
Should you have questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me directly at
(636) 812.4209, by cellular phone at (314) 974.0229 or by email at jdohrmann@hrgreen.com.
Sincerely,
HR GREEN, INC.

Jason S. Dohrmann, PE
Regional Director – Transportation / Site Leader
(Exhibit Follows)
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ATTACHMENT B
ESTIMATE OF COST

_________________________________________________________________________________

Fig. 136.4.1 Contract

Revised 01/27/2016

ATTACHMENT B

ESTIMATE OF COST
TASK A - PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Senior Project Manager
Senior Traffic / Drainage Engineer
Construction Project Manager
Professional Engineer
Staff Engineer
Staff Engineer 2
TASK B - CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Senior Project Manager
Senior Traffic / Drainage Engineer
Construction Project Manager
Professional Engineer
Staff Engineer
Staff Engineer 2
TASK C - PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Senior Project Manager
Senior Traffic / Drainage Engineer
Construction Project Manager
Professional Engineer
Staff Engineer
Staff Engineer 2
TASK D - RIGHT OF WAY DESIGN
Senior Project Manager
Senior Traffic / Drainage Engineer
Construction Project Manager
Professional Engineer
Staff Engineer
Staff Engineer 2
TASK E - FINAL DESIGN
Senior Project Manager
Senior Traffic / Drainage Engineer
Construction Project Manager
Professional Engineer
Staff Engineer
Staff Engineer 2
Construction Inspector
HR Green LABOR SUBTOTAL

Rate
$81.00
$71.00
$62.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00

Hours
38
14
4
14
12
8

$81.00
$71.00
$62.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00

9
10
0
18
18
16

$729.00
$710.00
$0.00
$810.00
$720.00
$512.00

$81.00
$71.00
$62.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00

15
34
2
60
24
150

$1,215.00
$2,414.00
$124.00
$2,700.00
$960.00
$4,800.00

$81.00
$71.00
$62.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00

3
0
0
10
8
34

$243.00
$0.00
$0.00
$450.00
$320.00
$1,088.00

$81.00
$71.00
$62.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00
$31.00

20
29
4
53
72
186
4

$1,620.00
$2,059.00
$248.00
$2,385.00
$2,880.00
$5,952.00
$124.00

869

HR Green Payroll Overhead
(Est. at 47.28% X Subtotal)
HR Green General and Admin Overhead
(Est. at 132.88% X Subtotal)
Total Labor and Overhead
HR Green Fixed Fee
(12% xTotal Labor& Overhead)
HR Green TOTAL LABOR, OVERHEAD, & FIXED FEE
Other Direct Costs Mileage
Printing, Etc.
Subcontractors:

(DBE ** percentage) 11%
Civil Design Inc.
DIRECT COST AND SUBCONSULTANT SUBTOTAL

TOTAL FOR HR GREEN, INC.
Fig. 136.4.1 Contract

Cost
$3,078.00
$994.00
$248.00
$630.00
$480.00
$256.00

hrs

$38,749.00
$18,320.53
$51,489.67
$108,559.20
$13,027.10
$121,586.30
93.15
800.00
14,420.79
15,313.94

$136,900.24
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ATTACHMENT B

ESTIMATE OF COST
TASK F - CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
Senior Project Manager
Senior Traffic / Drainage Engineer
Construction Project Manager
Professional Engineer
Staff Engineer
Staff Engineer 2
Construction Inspector

$81.00
$71.00
$62.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00
$31.00

HR Green LABOR SUBTOTAL

0
0
80
0
0
0
334

80

HR Green Payroll Overhead
(Est. at 47.28% X Subtotal)
HR Green General and Admin Overhead
(Est. at 132.88% X Subtotal)
Total Labor and Overhead
HR Green Fixed Fee
(12% xTotal Labor& Overhead)
HR Green TOTAL LABOR, OVERHEAD, & FIXED FEE
Other Direct Costs Mileage
Subcontractors:

(DBE ** percentage) 17%
Civil Design Inc.
SCI Engineering
DIRECT COST AND SUBCONSULTANT SUBTOTAL

hrs

$15,314.00
$7,240.46
$20,349.24
$42,903.70
$5,148.44
$48,052.15
2,018.25
11,708.05
6,000.00
19,726.30

$67,778.45

TOTAL FOR HR GREEN, INC.

Fig. 136.4.1 Contract

$0.00
$0.00
$4,960.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$10,354.00
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PROJECT: 1st Street / Osage Street Intersection
PROJ. NO.: 220049
CLIENT: City of St. Pacific, MO
CLIENT PM: Steve Roth
CONSULTANT PM: Jason Dohrmann, PE

EXHIBIT B - ESTIMATE OF COST

Round trip mileage to Pacific City Hall = 54

HR GREEN, INC.
85
81
6885
12.7%

TOTAL HOURS
COST PER HOUR / UNIT (Direct Labor Rate)
TOTAL DIRECT LABOR COST
DISTRIBUTION OF HOURS (percentage of hours)

Task

DESCRIPTION OF TASK

A

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

1

Client Meetings (assume 1)

2

Internal Team Meetings

3

Invoices and Progress Reports

4

Topo / ROW Surveys

5

Quality Control / Quality Assurance

HR GREEN
Direct
Labor Plus
Direct
Labor Plus Overhead
Labor Task Overhead Plus Profit
(180.16%)
(12%)
Subtotal

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY
Conceptual Layout
Conceptual Design study Technical Memo
Traffic Signal Design Form
Public Involvement

C

PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Title Sheet
Typical Section(s)
Reference Point Ties
Preliminary Roadway Plan Sheets
Preliminary Cross Sections
Preliminary Engineers Estimate
Drainage Design
Watershed eval.
Design
Technical memo
Evaluate easement needs
Utility Coordination
Environmental
Section 106
Species, habital lists
RER online reporting
Public Meeting
Stripmaps
Develop Fact Sheet, comment form
Attend meeting, debrief
Internal QC Review of Preliminary Submittal / address comments
Make submittal to City / Address comments
Resubmittal to City / MoDOT

SR.
SR PROJ TRAFFIC /
MGR
DRNG
ENGR

Task Total

Dohrmann

Shane /
Holst

2

2

8

8

90
62
5580
7.5%

155
45
6975
12.9%

134
40
5360
11.2%

394
32
12608
32.9%

338
31
10478
28.2%

CONST.
PROF
(PM)

RDWY
PROJ
ENGR

RDWY
STAFF
ENGR

STAFF
ENGR

CONST.
INSP.

Chamberlain

Schumann

Nketah,
Smith

Knight /
Sabo

Wilson

0.575
3,672

2,111.40

800.00

32,128.84

Printing,
Mounting,
etc.

Subs Direct

Total

Total

EXPENSES
Mileage Auto

Unit

Total

Notes

-

394.00
2,400.00
972.00
340.00
1,580.00
-

1,103.83
6,723.84
2,723.16
952.54
4,426.53
-

1,236.29
7,530.70
3,049.93
1,066.85
4,957.71
-

31.05
14,420.79
-

1,267.34
7,530.70
3,049.93
15,487.64
4,957.71
-

1,055.00
1,346.00
302.00
778.00
-

2,955.69
3,770.95
846.08
2,179.64
-

3,310.37
4,223.47
947.61
2,441.20
-

31.05
-

3,310.37
4,223.47
947.61
2,472.25
-

168.00
416.00
168.00
1,651.00
800.00
349.00
322.00
2,160.00
545.00
218.00
436.00
462.00
654.00
412.00
773.00
180.00
788.00
1,044.00
522.00
145.00
-

470.67
1,165.47
470.67
4,625.44
2,241.28
977.76
902.12
6,051.46
1,526.87
610.75
1,221.50
1,294.34
1,832.25
1,154.26
2,165.64
504.29
2,207.66
2,924.87
1,462.44
406.23
-

527.15
1,305.32
527.15
5,180.49
2,510.23
1,095.09
1,010.37
6,777.63
1,710.10
684.04
1,368.08
1,449.66
2,052.12
1,292.77
2,425.51
564.80
2,472.58
3,275.85
1,637.93
454.98
-

800.00
31.05
-

0

B

Total
Expenses

87
71
6177
7.3%

0

0

0

0

0

2
4

54

8

8

4

4

8

-

0

527.15
1,305.32
527.15
5,180.49
2,510.23
1,095.09
1,010.37
6,777.63
1,710.10
684.04
1,368.08
1,449.66
2,052.12
1,292.77
3,225.51
564.80
2,503.63
3,275.85
1,637.93
454.98
-

14,420.79

CDI

-

4

-

0

0

Incl. time for meeting minutes

-

12
16

31.05

-

1

2

4

2

8
16

2
4

16

-

4

-

4

4

2

-

2

54

31.05
-

0

-

-

1

2

1

4
2

1

4

-

4

8

-

1

4

-
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PROJECT: 1st Street / Osage Street Intersection
PROJ. NO.: 220049
CLIENT: City of St. Pacific, MO
CLIENT PM: Steve Roth
CONSULTANT PM: Jason Dohrmann, PE

EXHIBIT B - ESTIMATE OF COST

Round trip mileage to Pacific City Hall = 54

HR GREEN, INC.
85
81
6885
12.7%

TOTAL HOURS
COST PER HOUR / UNIT (Direct Labor Rate)
TOTAL DIRECT LABOR COST
DISTRIBUTION OF HOURS (percentage of hours)

Task

DESCRIPTION OF TASK

HR GREEN
Direct
Labor Plus
Direct
Labor Plus Overhead
Labor Task Overhead Plus Profit
(180.16%)
(12%)
Subtotal

Total
Expenses

SR.
SR PROJ TRAFFIC /
MGR
DRNG
ENGR

Task Total

Dohrmann
0

D

RIGHT OF WAY DESIGN
ROW Plan Title Sheet
ROW Plan Typical Section
ROW Plan Sheet
ROW Plan Cross Sections
Exhibits / Descriptions
Review of ROW Submittal
ROW Submittal Preparation
Address Comments and Resubmit ROW Plans
Utility Coordination

E

FINAL DESIGN
Final Roadway Plan Design
Finalize Title Sheet (1 sheet)
Sheet Summary of Quantities Sheets (Sheeting only)
Finalize Typical Sections (2 sheets)
Finalize Reference Ties / Coordinate Sheets (2 sheets)
Finalize Plan Sheets (2 sheets)
Prepare Intersection Geometry / Warping Plan
Finalize Culvert Profiles (2 sheets)
Prepare and Finalize Misc. Drainage Details (1 sheet)
Prepare Traffic Signal Sheets (4 sheets)
Prepare Erosion Control and SWPPP Sheets (2 sheets)
Prepare Traffic Control and Phasing Sheets (8 sheets)
Prepare Pavement Marking Sheets (2 sheets)
Prepare Special Detail Sheets (2 sheets)
Finalize Cross Sections (7 sheets) including earthwork calcs
Develop and calculate final quantities by bid item number (Sheeting above)
Develop final cost estimate
Develop Job Special Provisions for any .99 bid item and other special situations
Utility Coordination
Quality Control Review / address comments
Submit Full Draft PS&E and address comments
Address Draft PSE Comments and Resubmit Final PSE to City / MoDOT
Address Comments from MoDOT and Resubmit

72.00
72.00
672.00
336.00
90.00
171.00
171.00
299.00
218.00
-

201.72
201.72
1,882.68
941.34
252.14
479.07
479.07
837.68
610.75
-

64.00
336.00
381.00
64.00
1,093.00
763.00
814.00
336.00
1,848.00
346.00
1,140.00
272.00
860.00
506.00
1,671.00
325.00
844.00
218.00
1,676.00
1,044.00
522.00
145.00
-

179.30
941.34
1,067.41
179.30
3,062.15
2,137.62
2,280.50
941.34
5,177.36
969.35
3,193.82
762.04
2,409.38
1,417.61
4,681.47
910.52
2,364.55
610.75
4,695.48
2,924.87
1,462.44
406.23
-

0

0

0

225.92
225.92
2,108.60
1,054.30
282.40
536.56
536.56
938.20
684.04
-

-

200.82
1,054.30
1,195.50
200.82
3,429.61
2,394.14
2,554.16
1,054.30
5,798.64
1,085.68
3,577.08
853.48
2,698.50
1,587.72
5,243.25
1,019.78
2,648.30
684.04
5,258.94
3,275.85
1,637.93
454.98
-

-

SUBTOTAL DESIGN

0

0

87
71
6177
7.3%

Shane /
Holst

90
62
5580
7.5%

155
45
6975
12.9%

134
40
5360
11.2%

394
32
12608
32.9%

338
31
10478
28.2%

CONST.
PROF
(PM)

RDWY
PROJ
ENGR

RDWY
STAFF
ENGR

STAFF
ENGR

CONST.
INSP.

Chamberlain

Schumann

Nketah,
Smith

Knight /
Sabo

Wilson

0.575
3,672

2,111.40

200.82
1,054.30
1,195.50
200.82
3,429.61
2,394.14
2,554.16
1,054.30
5,798.64
1,085.68
3,577.08
853.48
2,698.50
1,587.72
5,243.25
1,019.78
2,648.30
684.04
5,258.94
3,275.85
1,637.93
454.98
-

32,128.84

Printing,
Mounting,
etc.

Subs Direct

Total

Total

EXPENSES
Mileage Auto

Unit

Total

0

225.92
225.92
2,108.60
1,054.30
282.40
536.56
536.56
938.20
684.04
-

800.00

Notes

-

1

1

-

1

1

-

4

16

-

2

8

-

2

-

1

2

-

1

2

1

2

4

2

4

Included in CDI Survey cost for Surveys

-

0

-

-

2
1

2

8

2

8

1

4
1

8

4

2
8

4

16

2

8
8
24

4

2
8

$136,900.24

6

8

8

2

4

8

8

8

24

4
2

2

2

12
2

4

4

4
4

8
4

12
8

2

2

2

4

1
0

2

-

32
2

1

-

16
16

4

1

-

2

2

4

-
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PROJECT: 1st Street / Osage Street Intersection
PROJ. NO.: 220049
CLIENT: City of St. Pacific, MO
CLIENT PM: Steve Roth
CONSULTANT PM: Jason Dohrmann, PE

EXHIBIT B - ESTIMATE OF COST

Round trip mileage to Pacific City Hall = 54

HR GREEN, INC.
85
81
6885
12.7%

TOTAL HOURS
COST PER HOUR / UNIT (Direct Labor Rate)
TOTAL DIRECT LABOR COST
DISTRIBUTION OF HOURS (percentage of hours)

Task

DESCRIPTION OF TASK

HR GREEN
Direct
Labor Plus
Direct
Labor Plus Overhead
Labor Task Overhead Plus Profit
(180.16%)
(12%)
Subtotal

Total
Expenses

Task Total

87
71
6177
7.3%

SR.
SR PROJ TRAFFIC /
MGR
DRNG
ENGR
Dohrmann

Shane /
Holst

90
62
5580
7.5%

155
45
6975
12.9%

134
40
5360
11.2%

394
32
12608
32.9%

338
31
10478
28.2%

CONST.
PROF
(PM)

RDWY
PROJ
ENGR

RDWY
STAFF
ENGR

STAFF
ENGR

CONST.
INSP.

Chamberlain

Schumann

Nketah,
Smith

Knight /
Sabo

Wilson

0.575
3,672

2,111.40

800.00

32,128.84

Printing,
Mounting,
etc.

Subs Direct

Total

Total

EXPENSES
Mileage Auto

Unit

Total

Notes

-

F

CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES

1

Shop Drawing / Submittal Review

2

Pre-Construction Meeting / Existing Condition Photos

3

Construction Inspection / Documentation

4
5

Material Testing (sub)
Punchlist / Project Closeout

992.00
744.00
12,214.00
372.00
992.00

-

2,779.19
2,084.39
34,218.74
1,042.20
2,779.19

-

3,112.69
2,334.52
38,324.99
1,167.26
3,112.69

-

13,726.30
6,000.00
-

-

3,112.69
2,334.52
52,051.29
7,167.26
3,112.69

8

16

8

8

52

290

4

4

-

8

16

-

$67,778.45

CONTRACT TOTAL

$204,678.69

3510

2,018.25

-

-

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION

-

Overall DBE participation 12.8%

11,708.05

CDI

6,000.00

SCI

Civil Design, Inc. Fee Estimate
Pacific Intersection Project
Prof Land Surv II

Prof Land Surv I

Task Description

Survey
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.1
2.2
2.3

Subtotal

Establish and tie control points and benchmark, recover land corner monument
Submit utility tickets to Missouri One Call and request maps from utility owners
Topographic survey field work
Prepare topographic survey basemap and DTM
Research right-of-way and property records
Property survey field work
Prepare right-of-way basemap
Prepare right-of-way and permanent easement exhibits (assume 2 total)
Prepare right-of-way and permanent easement descriptions (assume 2 total)
Project management and contract administration.

Construction

Survey Tech II

Const. Insp.

Hours
8

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
Subtotal

0

Fee

12

134

0

$

4,663.80

1

0

1
2
1
1
4
1
1

12
4
40
28
4
24
16
4
2

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

370.36
110.48
1,143.72
913.16
211.36
763.76
659.56
211.36
156.12
123.92

0

0

160

$

4,419.20

160

$

4,419.20

3.1 Construction Inspector

Direct Labor Cost

$

9,083.00

Overhead (132.4%)

8

12

134

160

$

12,025.89

Fixed Fee (14%)

$

2,955.24

$
$
$

245.70
819.00
1,000.00

Subtotal Direct Costs

$

2,064.70

CDI Total

$

26,128.84

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

66.80
61.94
51.13
40.33
38.61
61.96
38.92
27.62
27.62

Direct Cost
Description
Mileage (Survey)
Mileage (Construction Inspector)
Title search (assume 2 parcels)

Quantity
420
1400
2

Units
miles
miles
parcels

$
$
$

Unit Cost
0.585
0.585
500

Notes:

CDI - Hourly Rates - 2022

President
Project Manager II
Project Engineer III
Project Engineer II
Project Engineer I
Professional Land Surveyor II
Professional Land Surveyor I
Survey Technician II
Construction Inspector
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ATTACHMENT C
CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT,
SUSPENSION, AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MATTERS PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS

_________________________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1.

By signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective primary participant is providing the
certification set out below.

2.

The inability of a person to provide the certification required below will not necessarily result in denial
of participation in this covered transaction. The prospective participant shall submit an explanation of
why it cannot provide the certification set out below. The certification or explanation will be considered
in connection with the department or agency's determination whether to enter into this transaction.
However, failure of the prospective primary participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall
disqualify such person from participation in this transaction.

3.

The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when
the department or agency determined to enter into this transaction. If it is later determined that the
prospective primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification in addition to other
remedies available to the Federal Government, the department or agency may terminate this transaction
for cause of default.

4.

The prospective primary participant shall provide immediate written notice to the department or agency
to whom this proposal is submitted if at any time the prospective primary participant learns that its
certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

5.

The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," "suspended," "ineligible," "lower tier covered transaction,"
"participant," "person," "primary covered transaction," "principal," "proposal," and "voluntarily
excluded," "proposal" and "voluntarily excluded," as used in this clause, have the meanings set out in
the Definitions and Coverage sections of the rules implementing Executive Order 12549. You may
contact the department or agency to which this proposal is being submitted for assistance in obtaining a
copy of those regulations.

6.

The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal that, should the proposed covered
transaction be entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier covered transaction with a
person who is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in
this covered transaction, unless authorized by the department or agency entering into this transaction.

7.

The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it will include the
clause titled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion-Lower Tier Covered Transaction" provided by the department or agency entering into this covered
transaction, without modification, in all lower tier covered transactions and in all solicitations for lower
tier covered transactions.

8.

A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in a
lower tier covered transaction that it is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from
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the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may decide the
method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Each participant may, but
is not required to check the Nonprocurement List at the Excluded Parties List System.
https://www.epls.gov/epls/search.do?page=A&status=current&agency=69#A.
9.

Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records in
order to render in good faith the certification required by this clause. The knowledge and information
of a participant is not required to exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent person in the
ordinary course of business dealings.

10.

Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these instructions, if a participant in a covered
transaction knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who is suspended,
debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to other
remedies available to the Federal Government, the department or agency may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters -Primary Covered
Transactions
1.

2.

The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, that it and its
principals:
a.

Are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or
voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;

b.

Have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal been convicted of or had a civil
judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection
with obtaining, attempting to obtain or performing a public (Federal, State or local) transaction
or contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust statutes or
commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records,
making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

c.

Are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental
entity (Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph
(1)(b) of this certification; and

d.

Have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default.

Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal.
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ATTACHMENT D
CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, SUSPENSION, INELIGIBILITY AND
VOLUNTARY EXCLUSION--LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS

_________________________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1.

By signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective lower tier participant is providing the
certification set out below.

2.

The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when
this transaction was entered into. If it is later determined that the prospective lower tier participant
knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to other remedies available to the Federal
Government, the department or agency with which this transaction originated may pursue available
remedies, including suspension and/or debarment.

3.

The prospective lower tier participant shall provide immediate written notice to the person to which this
proposal is submitted if at any time the prospective lower tier participant learns that its certification was
erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed circumstances.

4.

The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," "suspended," "ineligible," "lower tier covered transaction,"
"participant," "person," "primary covered transaction," "principal," "proposal," and "voluntarily
excluded," as used in this clause, have the meanings set out in the Definitions and Coverage sections of
rules implementing Executive Order 12549. You may contact the person to which this proposal is
submitted for assistance in obtaining a copy of those regulations.

5.

The prospective lower tier participant agrees by submitting this proposal that, should the proposed
covered transaction with a person who is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily
excluded from participation in this covered transaction, unless authorized by the department or agency
with which this transaction originated.

6.

The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it will include this
clause titled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion-Lower Tier Covered Transaction," without modification, in all lower tier covered transactions and in all
solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

7.

A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in a
lower tier covered transaction that it is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from
the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may decide the
method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Each participant may, but
is not required to, check the Nonprocurement List at the Excluded Parties List System.
https://www.epls.gov/epls/search.do?page=A&status=current&agency=69#A.

8.

Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records in
order to render in good faith the certification required by this clause. The knowledge and information
of a participant is not required to exceed that which normally possessed by a prudent person in the
ordinary course of business dealings.
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9.

Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 5 of these instructions, if a participant in a covered
transaction knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who is suspended,
debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to other
remedies available to the Federal Government, the department or agency with which this transaction
originated may pursue available remedies, including suspension and/or debarment.

Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion--Lower Tier
Covered Transactions
1.

The prospective lower tier participant certifies, by submission of this proposal, that neither it nor its
principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily
excluded from participation in this transaction by any Federal department or agency.

2.

Where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal.
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ATTACHMENT E
DISADVANTAGE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CONTRACT PROVISIONS

_________________________________________________________________________________
1.
Policy:
It is the policy of the U.S. Department of
Transportation and the Local Agency that businesses owned by socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals (DBE's) as defined in 49 C.F.R. Part 26 have the maximum opportunity to participate in the
performance of contracts financed in whole or in part with federal funds. Thus, the requirements of 49 C.F.R.
Part 26 and Section 1101(b) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) apply to this
Agreement.
2.
Obligation of the Engineer to DBE's: The Engineer agrees to
assure that DBEs have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance of this Agreement and any
subconsultant agreement financed in whole or in part with federal funds. In this regard the Engineer shall take
all necessary and reasonable steps to assure that DBEs have the maximum opportunity to compete for and
perform services. The Engineer shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, creed, disability, sex,
age, or national origin in the performance of this Agreement or in the award of any subsequent subconsultant
agreement.
3.
Geographic Area for Solicitation of DBEs: The Engineer shall
seek DBEs in the same geographic area in which the solicitation for other subconsultants is made. If the Engineer
cannot meet the DBE goal using DBEs from that geographic area, the Engineer shall, as a part of the effort to
meet the goal, expand the search to a reasonably wider geographic area.
4.
Determination of Participation Toward Meeting the DBE
Goal: DBE participation shall be counted toward meeting the goal as follows:
A.
Once a firm is determined to be a certified DBE, the
total dollar value of the subconsultant agreement awarded to that DBE is counted toward the DBE goal set forth
above.
B.
The Engineer may count toward the DBE goal a
portion of the total dollar value of a subconsultant agreement with a joint venture eligible under the DBE
standards, equal to the percentage of the ownership and control of the DBE partner in the joint venture.
C.
The Engineer may count toward the DBE goal
expenditures to DBEs who perform a commercially useful function in the completion of services required in this
Agreement. A DBE is considered to perform a commercially useful function when the DBE is responsible for
the execution of a distinct element of the services specified in the Agreement and the carrying out of those
responsibilities by actually performing, managing and supervising the services involved and providing the
desired product.
D.
A Engineer may count toward the DBE goal its
expenditures to DBE firms consisting of fees or commissions charged for providing a bona fide service, such as
professional, technical, consultant, or managerial services and assistance in the procurement of essential
personnel, facilities, equipment, materials or supplies required for the performance of this Agreement, provided
that the fee or commission is determined by MoDOT’s External Civil Rights Division to be reasonable and not
excessive as compared with fees customarily allowed for similar services.
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E. The Engineer is encouraged to use the services of banks
owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.
5.
Replacement of DBE Subconsultants: The Engineer shall
make good faith efforts to replace a DBE Subconsultant, who is unable to perform satisfactorily, with another
DBE Subconsultant. Replacement firms must be approved by MoDOT’s External Civil Rights Division.
6.
Verification of DBE Participation: Prior to final payment by
the Local Agency, the Engineer shall file a list with the Local Agency showing the DBEs used and the services
performed. The list shall show the actual dollar amount paid to each DBE that is applicable to the percentage
participation established in this Agreement. Failure on the part of the Engineer to achieve the DBE participation
specified in this Agreement may result in sanctions being imposed on the Commission for noncompliance with
49 C.F.R. Part 26 and/or Section 1101(b) of TEA-21. If the total DBE participation is less than the goal amount
stated by the MoDOT’s External Civil Rights Division, liquidated damages may be assessed to the Engineer.
Therefore, in order to liquidate such damages, the monetary difference between the amount of the DBE goal
dollar amount and the amount actually paid to the DBEs for performing a commercially useful function will be
deducted from the Engineer's payments as liquidated damages. If this Agreement is awarded with less than the
goal amount stated above by MoDOT’s External Civil Rights Division, that lesser amount shall become the goal
amount and shall be used to determine liquidated damages. No such deduction will be made when, for reasons
beyond the control of the Engineer, the DBE goal amount is not met.
7.
Documentation of Good Faith Efforts to Meet the DBE Goal:
The Agreement goal is established by MoDOT’s External Civil Rights Division. The Engineer must document
the good faith efforts it made to achieve that DBE goal, if the agreed percentage specified is less than the
percentage stated. The Good Faith Efforts documentation shall illustrate reasonable efforts to obtain DBE
Participation. Good faith efforts to meet this DBE goal amount may include such items as, but are not limited
to, the following:
A.
Attended a meeting scheduled by the Department to
inform DBEs of contracting or consulting opportunities.
B.
Advertised in general circulation trade association and
socially and economically disadvantaged business directed media concerning DBE subcontracting opportunities.
C.
Provided written notices to a reasonable number of
specific DBEs that their interest in a subconsultant agreement is solicited in sufficient time to allow the DBEs
to participate effectively.
D.
Followed up on initial solicitations of interest by
contacting DBEs to determine with certainty whether the DBEs were interested in subconsulting work for this
Agreement.
E.
Selected portions of the services to be performed by
DBEs in order to increase the likelihood of meeting the DBE goal (including, where appropriate, breaking down
subconsultant agreements into economically feasible units to facilitate DBE participation).
F.
Provided interested DBEs with adequate information
about plans, specifications and requirements of this Agreement.
G.
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rejecting DBEs as unqualified without sound reasons, based on a thorough investigation of their capabilities.
H.
Made efforts to assist interested DBEs in obtaining
any bonding, lines of credit or insurance required by the Commission or by the Engineer.
I.
Made effective use of the services of available
disadvantaged business organizations, minority contractors' groups, disadvantaged business assistance offices,
and other organizations that provide assistance in the recruitment and placement of DBE firms.
8.
Good Faith Efforts to Obtain DBE Participation: If the Engineer's agreed DBE goal
amount as specified is less than the established DBE goal given, then the Engineer certifies that good faith
efforts were taken by Engineer in an attempt to obtain the level of DBE participation set by MoDOT’s
External Civil Rights.
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ATTACHMENT F
CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE FORM FOR LPA/CONSULTANTS
LOCAL FEDERAL-AID TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

_________________________________________________________________________________

Firm Name (Consultant):

HR Green, Inc.

Project Owner (LPA):

City of Pacific, Missouri

Project Name:

1st Street and Osage Street Intersection Improvements

Project Number:

CMAQ-5419(615)

As the LPA and/or consultant for the above local federal-aid transportation project, I have:
1. Reviewed the conflict of interest information found in Missouri’s Local Public Agency Manual
(EPG 136.4)
2. Reviewed the Conflict of Interest laws, including 23 CFR § 1.33, 49 CFR 18.36.
And, to the best of my knowledge, determined that, for myself, any owner, partner or employee, with my
firm or any of my sub-consulting firms providing services for this project, including family members and
personal interests of the above persons, there are:
No real or potential conflicts of interest
If no conflicts have been identified, complete and sign this form and submit to LPA
Real conflicts of interest or the potential for conflicts of interest
If a real or potential conflict has been identified, describe on an attached sheet the nature of the
conflict, and provide a detailed description of Consultant’s proposed mitigation measures (if possible).
Complete and sign this form and send it, along with all attachments, to the appropriate MoDOT District
Representative, along with the executed engineering services contract.
LPA

Consultant

Printed Name:_____________________

Printed Name: Jason S. Dohrmann, PE

Signature:_________________________

Signature:_____________________________

Date:

Date:

_________________________
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PATTERHN IVES, LLC: TONY PATTERSON, PARTNER

RECEIVED: MARCH 30, 2022 -- RETURNED: MARCH 30, 2022

310 East 6th Street
Rolla, MO 65401-3343
573.364.6362  Fax 573.364.4782
Email: cmarcher@cmarcher.com

Letter of Transmittal

City of Pacific
300 Hoven Drive
Pacific, MO 63069

TO

DATE
JOB NO.
ATTENTION
REFERENCE

4-14-2022
18998501-08
Steve Roth
2021 Pacific Wastewater Collection System
Rehabilitation

WE ARE SENDING YOU

 Under Separate cover via
 Prints
 Plans

X Attached
 Shop Drawings
 Copy of Drawings
COPIES

DATE

1
1

NO.

1
2

 Change Order
 Other
DESCRIPTION

Application for Payment No. 1 from Insituform Technologies USA, LLC
Application for Payment No. 2 from Insituform Technologies USA, LLC

THESE ARE TRANSMITTED as checked below:

X For acceptance

 Accepted as submitted

 Resubmit

copies for acceptance

X For your use

 Accepted as noted

 Submit

copies for distribution

 As requested

 Returned for corrections

Return

corrected prints

 For review and comment

 Other

Remarks:
Attached is Application for Payment No. # from Insituform Technologies USA, LLC
Payment in the amount of $249,188.04 (Pay App 1) and $13,927.50 (Pay App 2) is recommended.

COPY TO
SIGNED:

Travis Hernandez

If enclosures are not as noted, kindly notify us at once.

Sales Estimate
Utility Associates Inc
250 East Ponce De Leon Avenue
Suite 700
Decatur GA 30030
(800) 597-4707
www.utility.com

Customer
Date
Sales Quote#
Expires
Sales Rep
PO#
Terms

Bill To

Ship To

Email Billing
Pacific MO Police
accountspayable@pacificmissouri.co
m

AC Major D. Locke #165
Pacific MO Police
300 Hoven Drive
Pacific MO 63069

Item

Description

IOTVID-S-4005

Pacific MO Police
3/30/2022
131993
4/30/2022
Blake, Dahlia
Net 30

Quantity

Price Each

Amount

AVaiL Web SaaS and Warranty with 24/7 Technical
Support for Rocket IoT (In-Car Video Only) Coterminous with the Existing Agreement 5/1/2022
through 11/26/2026. (55 mos.)

1

$9,515.00

$9,515.00

IOTVID-H-4001-X5

Rocket IoT In-Car Video System Hardware Bundle DOES NOT INCLUDE A BWC MIC

1

$2,400.00

$2,400.00

Third Party /
Customer
Installation

Installation will be conducted via certified up-fitter /
Customer at the Department's expense.

Signature Line

Signature:___________________________
Name:_______________________________
Date:________________________________
PO:__________________________________

This transaction is subject to the terms and conditions laid forth in UA’s Customer Service Agreement. See https://www.bodyworn.com/service-agreement for additional details.
Please forward all inquiries to insidesales@utility.com
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Sales Estimate
Utility Associates Inc
250 East Ponce De Leon Avenue
Suite 700
Decatur GA 30030
(800) 597-4707
www.utility.com

Customer
Date
Sales Quote#
Expires
Sales Rep
PO#
Terms

Bill To

Ship To

Email Billing
Pacific MO Police
accountspayable@pacificmissouri.co
m

AC Major D. Locke #165
Pacific MO Police
300 Hoven Drive
Pacific MO 63069

Item

Description

Credit Card
Transaction

Name on Card:
___________________________________
Email Address:
___________________________________
Card Type: ______Visa ______MC ______AMEX
Card
Number:____________________________________
_
Expiration Date: _______________
Card Identification Number: _______________
Amount to Charge: $ ______________
I authorize Utility Associates, Inc. to charge the
amount listed above to the credit card provided
herein. I agree to pay for this invoice(s) in
accordance with the issuing bank cardholder
agreement.
Signature:
_______________________________________
Date:
____________________________________________
Print
Name:______________________________________

Quantity

Pacific MO Police
3/30/2022
131993
4/30/2022
Blake, Dahlia
Net 30

Price Each

Amount

Subtotal

$11,915.00

Sales Tax (%)

$0.00

Total

$11,915.00

This transaction is subject to the terms and conditions laid forth in UA’s Customer Service Agreement. See https://www.bodyworn.com/service-agreement for additional details.
Please forward all inquiries to insidesales@utility.com
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City Clerk Highlights
April 1 – 14, 2022

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treasurer for Missouri City Clerks and Finance Officer Association – balance bank account
Complete paperwork for Monthly sales tax for March 2022
Complete paperwork for Quarterly sales tax
Balance collectors bank account for March and reconcile, balance transfers and do journal
entries.
Complete financials for February 2022 final report
Process Sunshine requests
Attend and Process paperwork from board meeting on 4-5-22 and minutes
Attend Board of Adjustment meeting and do minutes
Attend various interviews for prospects of Tourism Director
Updated the website with meeting date changes on calendar
Sent in updated ordinances for codification to Municipal Code
Send out agenda for Administrative Committee; later cancelled
Prepped agenda for Tourism Commission meeting; which was cancelled
Balance and reconcile the other 18 bank accounts at First State Bank
Review and post statements for UMB accounts
Meeting with staff about procedural items
Post journal entries for March Preliminary Financial report
Attend webinar for American Rescue Funds Part II for reporting
Assist in various office as needed
Attend Chamber meeting
Prepare for meeting on 4-19-22

